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useful to persons Interested in reducing sex-role stereotyping is
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FOREWORD

The majority of childbirth and parent educators, and the
expectant parents they teach, were reared on the Dick and
Jane primers. Dick did the running while Jane watched. Dad-. went to work while Mom stayed home. Their world was filled
with policemen, mailmen, inale physicians, and female nurses.
Boys were supposed to. be big and tough; "tMy never cried";

4 but if they did, they were regarded as "sissies." Girls were
expected to be sweet, never to use "c4rty words;" and if they
played baseball or climbed trees, they were called "tomboys."

0
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On seeing a newborn baby, most peopre respond rather
stereotypically., The girl baby is greeted with, "Oh, you
precious little thing." "Look at those cute curls." '''She is
so delicate and soft." The boy baby,,ia cited for his "muscular
ldok. " He' is "a, bruiser,." t'a football star4for sure", ' and
"looks so intelligent, just like his daet," and is nsobig and
strong."

Muchof this sexism is transmitted to childrenthy their
parents, who themselves were raised with 'stereotyped sex
roles. Dad repaired cars, flat tires, or the stopped-up

sinks, but wasnever expected' to cook far company or change
baby's diaper; Moni did ,the cooking and cleaning, but was
never encouraged to balance a'checkbook or work outside the
house.

Parents and expedtant parents need to: be e'ncouraged, to
break out of the shackles tat bind them to-these stereotypical
attitudes. , In moying across the barrier of what is considered
appropriate for fervidal6s and males," expectant dads in childbirth
classes can learn to feel comfortable in /heir role as child care-.
taker, while feeding, diapering, stroking, and eXpressing,
emotion with both sons and clughters, reali2ing that claughteits*
may well enjoy participating In soccer games and sons in house-
hold tasks hitherto reserved for Mom and sisters.

0 .



Who but childbirth and parent educators, by virtue of
their special relationship with expectant parents in their 'classes,
are in the most advantageous position to assist 'parents to work
toward nonsexist ideals? To be effective in this role of
initiating attitudinal change, childbirth educators now have an
effective tool in the form of this manual..''It is based on the
A R T . workshops and was designed by its competent
authors, Patricia Mitchel) Corsi, Mel Madden, and William Lloyd.
Through progressive modules, -explicitly detailed, educators can
learn to recognize theiroWn personal attitudes, how to modify
them, and how to exhibit attitudes that will effectively change the
sex-role development of the parents -to -be in their classes, while

1-undergoing personal growth themselves.

These expectant parents will then begin their parenting
roles with open and positive feelings about their own sexuality
and sex roles. They, in turn, can present -their children with
the notion that every child can grow up to be "anythimj I want
to be." .Girls' can be prime ministers, mayors, policewomen, or
engineers, while boys can be nurses, ,,childbirth educators,
housekeepers, and 12abysitters, and can continue in their accepted
roles, feeling positive about what they are doing,, because it
feels right for them.

Pamela .S,hrock.,,M.P.H.
Childbirth and Parent Educator
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PREFACE

A gentle revolution is spreading across the land,. In its
vanguard are women and men who do not think of themselves
as revolutionaries but as people who are .committed to life'.
Their love for each other and humankind has motivated them
to bring life into the. world and to teach. others hcrw.to do it
in a nonviolent way: You can see ft in their eyes and sense
it in their smiles.. A young working -class \mother spoke for
all of them at one of our training sessions when she said:
"I want the first moment of my child's life to be a peak
experience; a totally human 4xperfence."

A

The writers df this manual are committed to 'making that
first moment a "totally human experience." We, and those who
have collaborated .with us, are also committed to making society
a, place where persons can, develop their full potential,
regardless of their sex.

Fo'r ounpart, we have put together a small book which
chllabirth.and parenting educators can use in the struggle /
against sexism. We had a lot off' fun in writing it. We hope you
have as much fun in us'ing-it

p.
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South Shore Hospital

Weymouth, Mass.

> INTRODUCTION

The above picture was dt-awn by participants in one of the
workShops. field-tested for this manual. It is the product of
warm-up 5, "Group Picture." In that exercise, 'participants
attempted to depict how they viewed themselves as a group.
each section of the manual begins with a similar drawing.

1
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INTRODUCTLON

9 l T
Human groWth is human destiny. The human commullity

grows only to the extent that-we, its members, grow. 'Tb grow
is to,charige, to realize our potentials, to achieve our dreams
anthasp.iratibns. It, is a painful proess. We are exposed to new
values, different patterns' of behavior, Or higher level's of. .:
consciousness; we Ore torn between the old and the -new. Some-
where deep within ourselves we find the resolve to take the first
tentative stepS toward change. Along the way failures and lapses
occur; we hesitate, reconsider the situation, and then take :

another step.- Gradually, with encouragement, support, and ,.
reinforcement, we become stronger in our new-found view or be-
havior. We 'have changes( - -we have grown.

< The. proceSs of growth has many obstaclesemotional,
"physical, and gocial. Some of the more restrictive of these .0-
c'ktacles are the cultural constraints that limit our ,choiAs and

nnel us into narrow patterns of behavior. Stereotyping fits
into this category. The elderly persor who is labeled useless,
the black whose intelligence is unclresti,praled, the man who
suppresses his feelings,.and the mother who is made to feel
guilty about her desire for a career are all victims-of_such
thinking.

,
Sex-role_ stereotyping is- a problem of particular significance

for parents and childbirth educators. It begins even before -
the birth of_a child: Expectant parents often fantasize about
the sex Of their. child, trying out different names and "sharing
hopes of what.the child will become as she /,he grows. Many of
these expectations are unrelated to the reality of the world,in

-' which their children will find thehvlves. Frequently, the script
that is being written is heavily stereotypical. The plans expec:
tant parents have for their children ,are conceived.within'a (name-.
work of sex -role constraints -- predetermined ideas about how
girls and boys, women and men, should act -and they foster an
atmosphere -which .severely limits personal growth.

f

Since,parents are the grimary role models for their children,
they must be aware of the effects of sex -vole stereotyping., The
Childbirth Education Association of the greater Monongahela
Valley, .Incorporated (CEA/GMV, Inc.), addrOsseditself to this
task with the help of a grant from .the U.S. Department of Education,:

3
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Women's Educational Equity Act Program. Under the project
name "Alternative Learning Experiences in ROle Training (ALERT),,"

.-atraining' program was developed' and Conducted for childbirth
.and parentiqg -groups. This manta' 'clescrib.es all aspects of
that program. ..

Singe its inception-in 1975, C A/GMV, Inc.; has sought to
improve childbitth experiences an parental relationships., The
organization prepares expectant parents for healthier and safer
childbirth,; attempts to improve family-centered maternity care,
and provides instruction in parenting skills. .All of this is done
by presenting objectively a variety of alternatives in childbirth
and parenting So that a knowledgeables and free choice can be
made by expectant and new parents. One of the major goals of
Project ALERT was to expand and clarify the alternatives
ayailable in the area of sex-role development.

The idea of a model training program to increase awareness
of sex roles originated in 1977 from the discussions of several
members of the CEA/GMV, Inc. It was clear to them that sex-
role stereotyping hinders the personal growth of mothers,, fathers,
and children. Consequently, they developed a training program
which provides alternatiVes for reducing sex-role stereotyping..-
The project was designed to reach parents through the professionals
and volunteers who teach childbirth and parenting -Classes. It offers
a supportive environment in which- participants personally reexamine
and redefine their sex roles, practice human interaction skills, and
learn techniques which counter stereotyping.

1

The supportive environment of the workshop operates according
to the principals of human relations training. , Human relations
training is an informal, interactive approach to teaching and learn-.
ing. The e4cbanges between the participants form the basis for
analyzing humpn behavior. Participants draw tentative conclusions
about their actions and then develop strategies for change. To
facilitate this process, the participants learn and practice communica-
tion techniques such as active listening,, feedback, and assertiveness.
The workshop culminates with a planning exercise which stimutes
pei-sonal or organizational change.

Work on'theftraining model began in Tanuary 1978 and continued
throughout the period of the grant. Tile' originators of the ,model,
Patricia Mitchell Corsi and Mel Madden, functioned as facilitators
for the project. Bill Lloyd, the Project's technical writer,
collaborated with them in writing and preparing the manual. The
effectiveness of the program was measured, by Patricia Pastor, who
served as external evaluator. Fifteen workehops were conducted
involving more than one hundred participants engaged in a'variety
of human service activities.

4 13



The training manual is a guide which trainer's can use to
conduct workehops dealing with awareness,of sex roles. While
developed, primarily for childbirth and parenting educators, it
is \easily -adaptable' for other., contexts. Most of the activities
contained in 'this. manual can fit .into other training environments.
For example, the structured exercise entitled "Daily Living Tasks"
i§. applicable to ,marriage encounter groups, high'school family
and mal-riage' classes , 'arid similar situations.

' .
The manual divided ,into eight sections. The first section,

"Sex-rRole Stereotyping: A. Perspective," -explains the relation-
ship of:sex-role stereotyping to childbirth education. It .defines
the problem of stereotyping And discusses current thinking about
its origins. The, section con-dudes by describing how the work-

.. shbp fits {tit() 'the larger i)-roCes of social change.
4

"Human Relations Tpaining: A Perspective" is the second
section. It present ytNe assumptions about teaching and learning
which underlie the orkshop. After introducing the concept
of human relations training, it highlights the ,characteristics of

j this laboratory approach to group interaction. Finally, it, details
the communication skills taught in. the workshop.

The third section is the "Workshop Model." It provides a /

detailed outline of all the activities which make up this work-
shop. They are broken down into seven modules. Within each

r module the simulations, warm-ups, lecturtes, and structured
exercises are arranged in suggested order of presentation.
Although all activities were field-tested in the course of the
project, time constraints require. that trainers select those
most apgropriate to their o0n styles and situations.

The next four sections contain The items listed in the Workshop
' Model outline. In the first of these sections, "C'ESIM" and "MI IM"
ire described. 'They simulate two situations relevant to child-
birth education. CES'IM recreates a curriculum committee meeting
of a childbirth group, while MIDSIM is modeleaNafter a board
meeting. The sections which follow, "tecturettes," "Waim-Ups,"
and "Structured Exercises" comprise the bulk of the workshop
material. They prole the content of the ..workshop, the
introductory activities, and Participant-centered experiences.

The final section of the manual, "Resources,," lists those
books and organizations useful to persons interested in re-
ducing sex-role stereotyping:

5 1
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SEX-ROLE STEREOTYPING

The content of the workshop described in this manual revolv,es
around the issue of sex-role stereotyping. This section defines
the problem, delineates theories regarding its origin, explains
its effect on childbirth education, and describes how changes
leading to equity car) occur.

'
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A

SEX-ROLE STEREOTYPING: A PERSPECTIVE

Item: A young father takes his two prebchool Children
out for a.walk. The children, a son and a daughter,
are similar in age, height, weight, and coordination.
-The youngsters' are riding their tricycles. When they
come to a street crossing, the father lets the son ride
across by himself, while he, guides thp daughter's
bike.

Many of the effects of sex-role stereotyping in American
society have been extensively documented in the past decade.

'This is particularly true in the economic and legal realms, where
inequities have been exposed, solutions developed, and actions
taken.

One area in whioil the effects of set -role stereotyping are not
clear, and where few strategies for change have been developed,
is in individual human relations. Unwarranted ideasoabout sex
roles exert a subtle influence. The way we relate to each other,
our attitudes toward INdmen aft men, and how we treat our
children are all affettqd by our view of sex roles.

Item: A popular television program for children
,depicts males acting assertively more frequently
than females.

Sexism. Chauvinist. Women's Lib. These labels ar\ so ,

clouded with innuendo and connotation that in many ways they
are no longer,useful. They are terms which do not adequately
describe the eroblems associated with, sex roles. The underlying
issue is sex-role stereotyping. The workshop desctibed ih this
manual helps :reduce sex-role stereotyping by raising the
awareness of childbirth educators and by providing them with
the skills to implement changes in their classes. As used here,
sex -role stereotyping means, the application of a rigid set of
psychological, social, economic, and behavioral expectations to
a particular sex. In the extreme, the expectations are applied
to all members of that sex. Any deviance is considered abnormal.
When the stereotype wins collective acceptarice, it is institution-
alized and incprporated into the values of the culture. The
culture then resists any change which is seen as a challenge to
its veryfabrie. . .

9



At a -high school f otball game-, a mother points
out tPie cheerleaders a majorettes to her .daughters
and the football play s to her son.

Often the victims of stereotyping assume the judgment to
be true. A self-fu Ting prophecyebecurs and individuals begin
to live up to the e pected behavior. Acquiescence in the
stereotype legiti zes it and makes change difficult. , Sex-role
stereotyping ha followed thisv pattern. For years. the women of
our culture unquestioningly accepted the traditional description
of the Woman's place-, and rarely challenged the prevailing view
of their role. Those who did not conform were numbered among
,thOmisfits, quacks, malcontents, and raditcals.' Recent develop-
metits havp begun to counter the adverse effects of this process,.

Item: A father commenting on his newborn son:
"Wow! Would you look at his arms and thighs! He's
going to be a tough little fellow--a linebacker or a
fullback!"

The origins' of sex roles .are a subject of great controversy.
Three schools of thousght have emerged to answer the question
ot'why women and men act the way they 'do. The first view,
biological determinism, considers physiological factors as the key
element in the roles that women and men assume. In this view,
the hereditary factors thF/distlnguish women 'from men, predispose
each sex to certain patt rns of behavior. For example, the
relatively higher degree of strength of men compared to women
logically leads to men's being more aggressive.

The followers of the, second school ire referred to as cultural
determinists. These individuals argue that cultural and social
factors determine sex-role identity. This view minimizes the
effects of biology and claims sex-role perceptions are due to
conditioning. Factor such as role modeling, parental percep-
tions, deferential treatment, and enculturation are emphasized.
This view concludes that all types of behavior are appropriate
for either sex. For this group, the culprit is society--a soc).Eily
that blindly locks people into predetermined patterns of behavior.
For example, the fact that women are viewed as excessively
emotional is attributed to the attitude .that "little girls are allowed
to cry but boys aren't."

The biosocial school represents the third approach. This
view assumes that a combination of biologic.1 and social factors
determines sex roles. The individuals 'who hold this view insist
that the biological differences between women and men cannot be
ignored. However, at the same time, the acknowled`ge the impact .

of cultural factors. They argue for structuring cultural influences



in a -manner con sistent with phySlological differences. For example,
proponents of this view suggest that while biology'gives the
mother the primary nurturing role, society should take steps to
ensure the utmost participation of the father 'in the birthing and
child-rearing process.

The workshop in this manual is 'based on the third conception
of sex-role determination. Participants, investigate the social
consequences of both biological differences and cultural influences.
This ptovides a reasonable startling poirit for reducing sex-role
tereotyping.

o

Item:. A wife and mother who has chbsen to work,
outside the home and hire child care for her six-
month-old baby feels intense guilt about what she
is doing.

Childbirth educators are in a unique position to influence
individual perceptions of sex roles.; Since they deal with expectant
parents, who are concerned with many questions related to child-
birth and child rears, g, there is ample opportunity to deal with
sex-role issues. Expectant hparents, particularly first-timers,
tend to be very vulnerable and sensitive. They often\ expose
their deepest wishes, fears feelings, and questions to the
childbirth educator.

Childbirth educators influence the attitudes of their class
members' about sex roles in three ways. First of all, they provide
an example of how to relate, to each sex. If the educator is guilty
of differential treatment, a clear message is given. For example,
in discussing the feelings associated' with having a baby, a
presumption of the-absence of such emotions in men indicates
stereotypical thinking. Childbirth educators must be conscious
of such attitudes and sulk to eliminate them.c

Item: A childbirth educator, when talking about nutrition
and feeding, inadvertently .directs the presentatio to
the women in the class. Tshe men are ignored.

\ Second, childbirth educators influence the participation of
both, parents in the birthing process. By encouraging maximum
inyoivement, they can 'predispose parents to a shared child-rearing
experience and consequently expose the child to 'nonstereotyped
role models.

Finally, childbirth classes are excellent places to examine
child care and family living tasks. Couples given the chance to

. discuss the distribution of there-tjobs often, question prevailing
ideas and develop more equitable patterns.

I
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Item: A department head at a high school is required
to help substitutes in- his department with their lessons.
When a man substitutes, the department head simply

Voffers assistance; when a woman substitutes, he
frequently checks on her classes.

Childbirth educators can play a significant role in stimulating
change. Thi?manual and workshop. are designed to help them do,
that by prviding a means for countering sex -role stereotyping.
It is hoped that this will contribute to the changes, that must occur for
for sexual eqUity to be achieved. Such changes occur in a pro-
gression of four steps: personal, collective, institutional, and cultural.

.,..
1

The firlst step, the personal, involves the development of in-
dividual awareness. Women and men become conscious of the existence
of sex-role stereotyping and its effect on them. Through this
increased awareness they begin to reevaluate their lives and restructure
their behavior. The workshop wa8 designed primarily to function on
this personal level. Most of the structuredexercises, the lecturettes,
and the other activities contained in the workshop require pirticipants
to tabus ()it the issue of sex -role stereotyping through their own

. experiences. The knowledge gained and the, awareness created from
this process provide a foundation for significarit personal development.
Lecturette 16, "Assertive Behavior Matrix," provides a summary schethe
for assuring personal growth.

4

( The collective level, the second step, hinges on the develdpment
of a group awareness. Once ,individuals commit themselves to per-
sonal change, they join with others who Q.re having similar experiences.
This coming together promotes a higher level of Change: A group
identity de\ielops which heightent the awareness of the indivIdual
members and reinforces the positive behavior changes that individuals
have undergone. A helping network is established; individuals with
Problems now have access-to sympathetic assistance: Most important
of all, however, the group now has the power to go beyond persdnal
growth. The potential for institutional and cultural change exists.
The workshop described here begins this collective level for participants.
The participants themselves form a ,type of collective support network.
As they discuss experiences during the workshop, they build on one ''''
anOther's feelings and experiences: Also, the participants' biblio-
graphy, the list of resource-organizations, .and the.workshop 'staff
introduce them 'to like-minded individuals. `

,.

r #

Institutional change: is the next step. Once groups of Individuals
have recognized the need-for change-, they begin to exert pressure
on the organizations with which they are associated. These pressures,
if persistently applied, stimulate structural and proCeduraf changes
consistent with sexual equity. Indtitutional development, in turn, en-
courages more personal and collective ad_ vancement, and a cycle of
positive growth results.

12



The workshop centers around childbirth educators and what
they can do to reduce sex-role stereotyping. But these educators
do not operate in isolation; they are active members of childbirth
groups. For significant- chan0 to occur in their childbirth classes,
organizational support has to exist. This support can come only
from groups that have systematically identified problems related to
sex-role stereotyping and have, developed strategies .for solving -

-them. In the workshop, participants are introduced to a method
of implementing changes in their institutions. .In structured
exercise 19, "Force Field Analysis," they practice the method
with situations from their own Organizations.

The final level Of change is- the cultural, or the incorporation
of the principle of equitable treatment of the sexes into the goals,
beliefs, values, and attitudes of ou,r society: , This process re-
quires decades of change--an ebb and flow of accomplishments
and failures. It's the most difficult, yet the most important.

The workshop contained in,this manual was not - designed to
achieve widespread cultural change. If it can broaden the -

acceptance of sexual equity among childbirth and early parenting
educators, it will have accomplished itspurpose.

r-,

9
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HUMAN. RELATIONS TRAINING

The following section expl ns the training' philosophy
behind the workshop -tested for this manual. It
offers an overview of human relations training., relates
that training to childbirth education, and provides a
conceptual model for the skills developed in the workshop,
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Hp-MAN RELATIQNS. TRAINING A PERSPECTIVE
'c;4

a

.Sex-role sstereotng Is human 'relations problem which
begins with the earliest' interactions between parents and children.
In these- interactions,',parents model behayiors for their children,
wio, in turn, acqUirea sense 'of what is expected of them. Many
of the expectations depend upon the child's sek ;lather than her/
his abilities or preferences. This process forms the child's
perception of sex rores If the perception, is too narrow, it
limitS the psychosocial growth-t'the child,. For example, a child
who sees the mother performing most of S4' child-care tasks may
develop the idea that nurturing is exclusiNitly a feminine function.
When this idea is reinfpr'ded by other familial and-societal in-
fluences,. it .becomes anoititegtal part of the Child's belief system
and the child,grows up .e-kpectinb women and men to fit into pre
determined sets of behaviors. Consequently, the range of responses
available to the indiVidial7in human interactions is restricted.

I

The framewolk fox' -erec;typical interactions is set even before
the child's birth. As ectant pdrents fantasize about the
aspirations they have or their child, they rely upon many stereo-
typical ideas witch th iA.halre not evaluated critically. Since this
prenatal period.is -so tucial to the development of the child's,.
attitudes about sex r les, ildbirth eduCation takes on a new
dimension. Tradition ellilahirth educators concentrated on,
prepqing expectant parents for a knowledqeable
birth.experience. .Now, as childbirth educators become aware of
the pervasive nature of se)C-rolesteveotyping, they must consider
innovative .approach to the problem. Human. relations training
provides a unique m thoa for helping khildbiNh educators increase
their awareness of ex -role stereotyping and assists them in
acquiring the skills necessary to alleviate the problem and to
promote' equity.

Human relatio s trainingvis a process of group interaction in
which the partici ants, facilitated by a trainer, .attempt to gain
insight into their social behavior. Dying the training, p tici-
pants discuss ho they perceive each other's behavior and how
that behavior ,af ects them as individuals and, as group members.
Discussions den er upon exiSeriences that occur dUring the work-
shop, comMonl referfed to as "here-and-now" exp.eriences. Par- 41/..
ticipants are e couraged to- respond to these experiences in a
personal and oncrete mariner. This avoids vague generalization,
the possible i elevance of pasteeiperiences, and inappropriate
intellectualiz ion. Within an atmosphere of openness and trust,

-^-
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trainers help partici6anti understand their experiences by clarifying
communications , -sharin theif own observations with the group,
and by periodically leading an analysis of the group process.

In human relations workshops which focus upon a specific issue,
the content of the group Ydiscussiorfs-,revolves around that issue.
For example, in the workshop described in this manual, the partici-
pants talk about themselves in relation to sex-role stereotypitig.
They speak -about how it feels to be a woman or a man, what influenced
them to choose a particular career or life `style, what expectations they
have for their .daughtets or sons,' how they relate to women, how they
relate to men, and so on. In the process of interacting with- each
other, the Participants learn about themselves, how they affect others,
and hOw others affect them. More important, they learn about them-
selves' as women or as men; they discover the differences between
themselves as individuals and, as persons acting within the constraints
of a speVic sex role.' Throug-h this process of sharing and identifying
with others, the participar.kts learn to evaluate themselvei.and their
environment critically. By questioning prevalent assumptions, attitudes,
and ideas about ig ex'roles, they develdp a critical consciousness which
bpctes the basis of personal and institutional change strategiet

On of the assumptions of this human relations approach to learn-
ing is that experience;' in and of itself, is not the best teacher.
Critical reflection must: follow the experience. Htiman relations train-
ing fosters this reflection through an open atmosphere, shared 'feelings,
and group interaction,. Childbirth educators who participate in human,,,..
relations tracing become critically aware of themselves. In their
interactions with others they discovei- how "unqUestioningly. they -assuffie
many stereotypical attitudes. They alsb learn techniques which help
them transfer their learning so that they can facilitate ,the discovery
process among their own clients.

A second assumption of this -approach to learning is that
persons learn best when they take responsibility for their own
learning. Facilitators can structure instruclional environments
so that participants feel free to interact wit each other, and they
can even present informatiorin ways that allow participants to
draw obvious *conclusions. HoweYer,;Jor meaningful insight to
occur, the participants must Critically interpret the information
for themselves and then accept the responsibility for those
interpretations. Authorities and experts often impair the liberating
effect of knowledge by allowinggtheir ;students and clients to become
dependent' on them for information. Pregnarit couples are an
excellent example of persons whose crependence upon authorities,
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especially health-care prOviders ,. is reinforced by the very people
., who are supposed to serve and aid .them. Consequently, couplesdo'not evaluate critically the informapon they receive. The human

relations approach p?ovides techniques and. strategies which
counter the vicious circle of 'dependence and place 'responsibility
for decisions in the hands of expectant parents.

c

In the human relations lab, the participants acquire skills
which improve their ability to communicate and counsel. Theseskills'enable participants to observe and interpret nonverbal
communication_ cues (attending behavior), to listen actively toothers, -and tcN give and receive feedback: The conceptual rriodelknown as the Johari WindOw* (Figure 1) .offers an understandable
way of explaining how these skillt are presented in the workshop.
Facilitators use the Johari Window to demonstrate the intertwiningof perceptions we have of ourselves and perceptions others haveof us. .

.

N

KNOWN
c TO OTHERS

--,-

1)..

UNKNOWN.
TO OTHERS

. tv

FIGURE 1 JOHARI WINDOW

KNOWN TO SELF . UNKNOWN TO SELF

OPEN AREA
(Si).

BLIND AARK
. , (3)

.

.

....----,

_ HIDDEN AREA
(2)

.

UNKNOWN AREA
,

, (4)

,..

.

*Joseph Luft, Of Human Interactigri. Palo Alto, Calif.:
National Press Books, 1969.
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Area (1) represents those perceptions that are knOwn to self
and to others. As ah OPEN AREA, it includes obvious phy4ical
characteristics, observable behaviors, and publicly expressed ideas
and feelings. , The next area, (2) , is the HIDDEN AREA. Items in
this arda' are known to self -but unknown to others, and include
behaviors, feelings, values,ind motives which a person has, not

\ revealed to others. - Area (3) is the BLIND AREA -- unknown to self
) but know,n to others. This area takes' in those behaviors and

attitudes of which a person is unaware, but whiph 'she/h, uncon-
sciously reveals by gestures, mannerism, an d other O.nervable
behaviors. It is facetiously called the "bad breath" area. The:
final area, (4), is the UNKNOWN AREA'. It inwolveS feelings and
motives which are unknown to self and to-.others; therefore, it is

. an, area which human relations groups do not address.
,

The communication skills involved in human relations workshops
'relate directly to the areas of the Johari Window.. Figure 2 Presents,.
the Johari Window with the basic skills placed in the appropriate
areas.

FIGURE 2. JOHARI WINDOW COMMUNICATION SKILLS

KNOWN
TO OTHERS,

UNKNOWN
TO OTHERS

' KNOWN TO SELF
---

UNKNOWN TO SELF

OPEN AREA (1)

,

'SKILL: Attending

BLIND AREA (3)

SKILL: Feedback

.

Behavior

.

-
.

.

HIDDEN AREA (2)

SKILL: Active

UNKNOWN AREA 11/4)

.

\
.

,

.

Listening

.
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: As regards communication the OPEN AREA includes all
4public cues, erbal and nonverbal. The' Skill of attending _be-

.

havior enables participantS to recognize the messages giVen by
facial expressions, body positions, modes of cdress, and hart&
gestures, (structured exercises 5 and 6). The use,'of this basic
skill helps childbirth educatd'rs accurately interpret the feelings
expKessed by thelr.' clients.

The communication skill associated with the HIDDEN AREA is
active listening. Active listening is the process of identifying
the feelings associated with a communication (structured exercise 7).
Ey rpracticing 'active listening effectively, ,a childbirth educator
cbm helpexpectant and new parents reveal some of the fears and
anxieties which prevent them from enjoying the birthing and
parenting experience.

from
..

The skIll'of feedback is most useful in the' BLIND AREA.
Childbirth educators observe that couples are unaware of hoif
their behavior affects others. This is especially true when their
children are involved and the behavior is stereotypical (structured
exercise 12). When childbirth educators teach couples the roles '

, of feedback and show therd how to give and be open to construc-
tive criticism, they guarantee improved interpersonal relations
and reduce stereotypical patterns.

Once workshop participants learn these three skills, then the
facilitators advance to the more complex skills of assertiveness,
interpersonal negotiations,,, and diagnosis of group and organize-
tionalproblems. Assertiveness (structured exercises 15, 16, 17,-
and 18) employs all of the -above skills, since assertive persons
must be sensitive to nonverbal communications, listen for hidden
verbal messages, and offer necessary feedback to others. Flowevert,.
it is snot enough simply to be assertive. Effective childbirth
educators must possess the aiAlify to negoti4te interpersonal
relationships successfully and to diagnose quickly' and accurately
the mood of .a class they are teaching/ a group they are con-
ducting, or an organization they are working with. Human
relations workshops teach these skills. -

a

In summary, human relations.trairring offers childbirth edu-
cators an excellent opportunity to 'increase their own awareness
pissex-role stereotyping while learning skills which'help them-
deal with the issue in their classes and counseling. The training
describedAn this manual helps educatorS gain insight into, theit
own and Sthers' behavior. T training helps' educators improve .

', their .process skills of atten.din behavior, active listening, and
giving helpful feedback, while aising their awareness of sex-role .
issues.
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WORKSHOP MODEL

This section provides an outline of t'ie seven modules which
comprise the workshop described in this manual. Within'each iodule the lecturettes, structured exercises, and warm-
ups are presented in order of usage. Subsequent -sections
of the manual contain the items listed in 'the ollowing outline.,

, .
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WORKSHOP MODEL

MODULE ONE
t .

r

,

N

A

,--

A. Simulation 1 CESIM or
Simulation 2 MIDSIM

OR:

,..P

Warm-Up 1 Getting to Know You or
Warm-Up 2 Best and Least

-

B. Lecturette 1 Goals, Content, Forocess, and Assumptions
. of a Sex-Role ,Stereotyping Workshop

ff

MODULE TWD

.

I

A. Lecfurette 2..Physiological and Psychological Differences
between Women and Men

B. Structured Brainstorming Process
Exercise 1

C. Structured Brainstorming Social Consequences,
.,Exercise 2 ....

,--D. Lecturette 3 Androgyny

E. Structu red Sex-Role Inventory
Exercise 3

F. Lecturette 4 Status of Women and Men in Contemporary'
Society

G. Structured The Case of J. T. Williams /14
V Exercise 4 ..

A,

25
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MODULE T1-i

A. Warm-Up 3
Warm-Up 4

B. Lecturette 5

C. Structured
Exercise 5

P Lecturette 6

E. Structured
Exercise 6

F.

G;

Lectultte 7

Structured
Exercise 7

MODULE FOUR

A. Warm-Up 5
Warm-Up 6

B. Structured
Exercise 8

C. Structured
Exercise 9

D. Lecturette 8

E. Structured
Exercise 10.

F. Lecturette

G. Structured
Exercise'll

9.

Jim an Object or
Adjective Go-Round

Johari Window

Attending Behavior: Talking
without Looking

Attending BehaviOr

Tuning In: A Modified Brain-
storming

Active Listening

Ac4ve Listening Triads

Group Picture or

Draw Yourplf.,

Guided Fantasy

Exploring Feelings through
Relaxation

Equal Marriage

Family Living Tasks
.

Causes of, Sex-Role Stereotyping in
Children

An Inquiry

,23
26



MODULE FIVE

A. -Lecturette 10

B. Structured
Exercise 12

C Lecturette 11

D. =Structured
Exercise 13

sa

Structured-Exercise
14

. MODULE SIX

A. Warm -Up 7

B. Lectdrette 12

G. Structured
Exercise 15

. D. Lecturette 13

E. Lecturette 14

F. Structured
Exercise 16

G. Structured
Exercisw17-

tructured
Exercise la.

*ft

Feedback

Fishbowl

The Impact of Values on Stereotyping

Living Continuum or

Stereotyping and Child Rearing:
An Awareness Activity

The Tangle

Assei-tiveness Training

Aggressive, Assertive, and Passive
Milling

Assertiveness Manifesto

Assertiveness Tectuliques.

Assertiveness Practice Situations

Assertiveness Role Play or

Asseftiveness Quotient Test

v 27
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MODULE SEVEN

A. Lecturette 15.

B`. Structured
Exercise 19

10

C. Lecturette 16

D. Warm-Up 7
Structured
Exercise 20

et

a

idf -_
Strategies to 'Reduce Sex-Role
Stereotyping in Childbirth Education

Force \Field Analysis: Solving
*Probleffis of Stereotyping

Assertive Behavior Matrix

The Tangle or
Giving a Gift

D

r

A

,.

i

o
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SIMULATIONS

A simulation is a model' of a real situation. In a simulation,
participants experience the essential elements of a reality
situation without suffering the consequences of their actions.
Simulations require each participant to assume a role and en-
courage experimentation with new behaviors. Consequently,
facilitators can diagnose the sophistication and awareness of
each member of the group. °

29
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SIMULATION 1

CESIM
44,

INTRODUCTION

CESIM (Childbirth Education Simulati2n) models a meeting of
childbirth educators. This iimulario4 explores the relationship
of sex -role stereotyping to childbirth education classes. In
CESIM, individuals assume the role :of a typical member of a
childbirt e. cation group. The group must. decide whether
to endorse training program which would lead to altering
its pr sent curriculum. The interaction generated by this de-
cision helps participants understand the issue of sex-role- stereo-
typing and their feelings about it.

OBJECTIVES

To explore attitudes which surround the issue of sex-role
stereotyping

To analyze the impact of stereotypical behaviors on'a group's
interaction during the decision-making process

To develop skills in process analysis

t

GROUP SIZE

7 to 9 participants per simulation gtoup
6

o

'TIME 1E;

1-pour for simulation; 30 minutes for process analysis
ep

MATERIALS

. A packet for each participant in the simulation Containing the
following: z

CESIM Role Description (pages 35 to ih) . 'The role
description is a detailed characterization of each person
in the simulation.

31
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Role Card. The role card is a name tag 'which Shows the nante
of a person in the simulation and her/his position in'the
childbirth education grRup. Designithe card so that it can be
,worn around the neck and easily seen.

46 ES IM , Curriculum Committee Roster (page 46). The curriculum
committee roster contains the names and titles of the entire
committee.

CESIM Program Sheet (page 47). The program sheet lists the
names of. topics contained in the proposed workshop.

In addition to the packets, each participant needs the following:

A

CESIM J3irections (page 44). The directions provide participants
with step-by-step instructions for events in the simulation.

CESIM Memorandum (page 45). The memorandum informs par-
ticipants of the agenda of the meeting.

The facilitator needs a copy of the reading "Exploring Feelings'
through Relaxation". (Structured Exercise 9, page 158).

PHYSICAL SETTING

Any open space which will allow enough room for the group to
meet withoyt distractions.

PROCEDURE

1. Describe the reasons for usikg a simulation and explain the
objectives of this activity.

J
.2. Form groups of 7 to 9 persons. Use alternate roles designated

on the "CESIM Curriculum Committee Roster" for eighth and
ninth positions. Distribute a copy of the "CESIM Directions"
and the "CESIM Memorandum" to each phrticiparit. Instruct
participants to read the directions and then thip memorandum.

3. While participants are' reading, pass out the ,packets. Remind
them to read their "CESIM Role, Description" and to put on

-their "Role Cards."

32
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4. When all participants have put on their role cards, use
Structured Exercise 9 to help them relax. Before ending
the relaxation period, help participants to assume their roles.
Suggest that they put themselves into their roles by imagining:

the physical characteristics of that person;
the mannerisms, gestures, and idiosyncrasies' of that, person;
the feelings, thoughts, and attitudes'of that person. .

End the relaxation period.

. 5. Tell the participants to read the "CESIM Pr7gram Sheet" and
the "CESIM Curriculum Comitittee Roster" in. their packets. ,

Encourage them to do this .from the poi t of view of the persons.
they are playing. ,

6.. After a few minutes, tell the chairperson, of the curriculum com-
mittee to begin the meeting by having particip9ts introduce
themselves in their new roles.:

7. During the simulation, be available to clarify procedures and
a answer questions. Record observations .about group interaction.

for use in 'the post-simulation discussion.

8. End the simulation the group has had sufficient time tIO
explore tigsues. Usually, this takes 45 minutes to an hour.

,
9. Bring all participants together for the process of analyzing what

-happened 'during the simulation. Consider using questions such
as the f011owing:

a. How 'did you feel in the role you assumed? How much of it
was you and how, much of it was the, role? What insights
did you gain by playing this particular person? How did
you like the person whose role you enacted?

b. W.hat observations can you make about the gioup's interaction? .

Did 'any individuals -dominate the group? Wete any, individualsa
passive? %How were stereotypical roles acted out in the group?'

t

c. What problems did yOur group experience in trying to reach
a decision? What issues created the. most controversy?
Why?

33
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...

Vii'. What conclusions can y6u draw about sex-role stereotyping
from the simulation?: Does sterelryping affect your
organization? How? Did the simulation parallel some of ,

-.1 the Interaction that occurs .111 -Your own organization?
: .
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CESIM ROLE DESCRIPTION

NAME AND INFORMATION

Ms. Elaine Stark, Childbirth Educator
29 years old, female
Single

OCCUPATION

0 Social Worker

Ile

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTIC

N

I t-

.

4
Friendly, peacemaker, not comfortable with conflict
Supportive of women
Leans toward feminism, but does not publicly say so

I
VIEW OF ROLE In CHILDBIRTH EDUCATION

To support childbearing women/
FAVORITE EXPRESSION

It seems that (add' name) had a point
when she said that..."

DIRECTIONS

You, Elaine, spend most of your time supporting wonien
Continue to do so durifig-the meeting.

35
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CESIM ROLE DESCRIPTION

NAME AND INFORMATION

Nancy Raymond, Chairperson of C.urriculum Committee
36 years old, female
Mother of four active children
Married

OCCUPATION

Former Nurse, Professional Mother.

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS

,High energy, bursting with enthusiasm
Slightly extroverted, good listener
Very knowledgeable about childbirth issues .
Aware of feminist m9vement but doesn't 'bonsider herself

,.a "libber"

VIEW OF ROLES IN CHILDBIRTH EDUCATION

To help young, families, get a proper start 'in raising children

FAVORITE EXPRESSION'

'I see what you Mean..."

V

DIRECTIONS

You, Nancy, are a successful mother. You will contribUte
a great deal to the meeting.

33
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CESIM ROLE DESCRIPTION

_NAME AND INFORMATION.

Mrs. Catherine Falconi, Childbirth Educator -in - Training
32 years aid, female
Mother of two preschool children
Married

\

OCCUPATION

Elementary School Teacher befo e quitting to bear and
raise children

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS

Tidy, well orgariized, empathic
Puts family first and self last
Defers to professionals
Concerned with details

VIEW OF ROLE IN CHILDBIRTH EDUCATION

To expend energy In a worthwhile effort to improve the
lives of families
Personal eptsade

FAVORITE EXPRESSION

A.

"Well, whAt, do you think, Cora?"

DIRECTIONS

Cathy, -you are still in training-and a bit unsure of yourself,
but you will do what is best for failillies.

(ALTERNATE ROLE)

37
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CESIM ROLE DESCRIPTpN

NAME AND INFORMATION

Mrs. Cora Sue Woods, Childbirth,Educator
36 years old, female
Mother of five children .

Leader of breastfeeding,group
Married

. .

OCCUPATION

Nutritionist, full-time Wife and Mother

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS

Has a well-defined value system and lives by its tenets
Sees motherhood as the foundation offamily life and
families as the cornerstone of healthy societies

*Assertive

VIEW OF ROLE IN CHILDBIRTH EDUCATION #

To reinforce the role of woman as wife and 'mother
Morally committed to the role of woman as stated above,

. FAVORITE EXPRESSION

"It's the proper thing to do! IT
- %

DIRECTIONS

Mrs. Wodds, you must be sure in your own mind that
adopting this prOgram is the right thing to do.

38 .
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CESIM ROLE DESCRIPTION

'NAME AND INFORMATION

Dr. David Brown, Advisor
53 years old, male

e

OCCUPATION ,

Chief of Obstetrics at Midtown General Hospital

i
PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS

Paternalistic, authoritarian
Verbally aggressive
Traditional \`
Opinionated
Extremely clinical in approach to patients

VIEW OF ROLE IN CHILDBIRTH EDUCATION

To provide necessary expertise and professional guidance

FAVORITE EXPRESSION

Illn all my years of professional experience..,:"

DIRECTIONS

Dr. Brown, you seriously question the relevance of-the
. training. You will argue against it.

'4
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i CESIM ROLE DESCRIPTION

NAME AND INJORMATION

Mrs. Roberta Martin, Senior Childbirth Educator
46 years old,,,female
Mother of three grown children
Married

OCCUPATION

'Head Nurse of Obitetrics at Midtown General Hospital

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS

Meticulous, objective, 'and 'Slightly on the fussy side
Somewhat abrasive in human relationships
Socially and politically conservative

*I.
VIEW QF ROLE IN CHILDBIRTH EDUCATION

To share, the "correct intermation" with others

a

FAVORITE EXPRESSION/
"As a matter of fact..."

'DIRECTIONS

You, Mrs. Martin, see the proposed program as -
counterproductive. It sounds "feminist" And ther;efore
may threaten4he traditional family. .

9
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CE-SIM ROLE. DESCRIPTION

NAME AND INFORMATION

Frank Powell, Childbirth Educator
29 years Old, male
Father of one child 4
Married

QCCUPATION

Physical Therapist

,

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS.

"Nice guy" image
'Chuckles a lot and jokes around; sees himself as a clown
.Free with compliments.

.. ,Whispers to the persons beside hit during the meeting
Introduces subject matter whichoth9rs don't see as
relevant

,

VIEW OF ROLE IN CHILDBIRTH EDUCATION

Not sure of this
4. .

.,

FAVORITE EXPRESSION

*

,..

4-

0 0 s

'II don't know, if you can understand me; but..."

, DIRECTIONS

,

You, Frank, .really'.enjoy going to these meetings, but
you don't understand what all'the fuss is about.

/
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CESIM ROLE DESCRIPTION

NAME AND INFORMATION

\Betty Wissolik, Childbirth Educator
31 years old, female
Mother of two preschool children
Recently-divorced

OCCUPATION

'Textile Factory _Worker
Union Ofjicial

1ERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS

Assertive and confident
Has well-formulated ideas.
Speaks clearly and.concisely
Perceives. self as a feminist

VIEW OF ROLE IN CHILDBIRTH EDUCATION

Consistent with feminist pOlitics
A place to make a political statement
Crusader

FAVORITE' EXPRESSION

"I really hielieve that..."

DIRECTIONS

Ybu, Betty, are well aware of how-stereotyping has
has affected women. This is a chance to make others
see the connectiOn.

42
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CESIM ROLE DESCRIPTION

. NAME AND INFORMATION

Dr. Sarah .Grossmag, Advisor
33 .years old, female
Single

OCCUPATION

Obstetrician at Midtown General Hospital

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS

Dedicated to improving the quality bf life
Self-reliant
Takes unpopular stands, which she supports with scientific data
Seen as a "maverick" by other local M.D.'s

.Is liware that she is powerless

VIEW OF ROLE IN CHILDBIRTH EDUCATION

To improve the quality of life
To gain recognition

/FAVORITE EXPRESSION

"The medical profession has an obligation to..."

DIRECTIONS

You, Dr. Grossman, see this program as necessary
and .potentially helpful to your research.

(ALTERNATE ROLE)

of
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CESIM DIRECTIONS

1. You are about to participate in asimulation. The experience
3 is designed to deepen your awareness of issues surrounding

sex-role stereotyping. AtteMpt to make this simulation as
,s- true to life as you can. .'

2. You.have been given a copy of a memorandum explaining
that an emergency curriculum committeg meeting has been
called. When you finish these directions, read the "CESIM
MemorandUm."

.
3.* In the packet you are to receive, there will be a sheet

enti led "CESIM Role Description.", This is adescriptio
of t e role you are to assume in the simulation. Please
rea it carefully.

4. ,Put on your "Rol'e Card" when you finish reading your
role description.

5.` The facilitatdrs will help you get into your role..

6. Also included in your packet are materials you will need
in order to participate in'the 'curriculum committee meeting.
Read the '!CESIM,Program Sheet" and the "CESIM
Curriculum Committee Roster."

44 d
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CESIM KMORANDUM"

TO: CURRICULUM COMMITTEE.

FROM: NANCY RAYMOND, CHAIRPERSON

June 1, 1981

4.
if

At our last meeting, you directed me to obtain, some information
regarding training sessions for childbirth educ.Aors. A few
days ago I received a communication from Fat MItchelll Director
of Proje ALERT (Alternative Learnin rience, in Role
TrainirPg). ,

Pat indicated that the staff of ALERT 'will be in the
'Midtown area four weeks from now and would -be willing to
conduct a training program for our instructors. The
workshop deals with sex-role stereotyping as it relates to
childbirth education and early parenthood.

In the padt, we have discussed the pro's and con's of alterin'g
our curriculum in order to present topics and lead discussions
in a nonsexist manner. Some of you have vcticed opposition to any
charN'es along these lines. At any rate, it is essential that
the curriculum committee meet immediately and decide whether
or not it wishes to endorse the'trainint.

I have enclosed the Program Sheet which I received .

from Project ALERT: The meeting will be held at the
Midtown Health Center on June 6, 1981, at 8 p.m.

0
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CESIM CURRICULUM COMMITTEE ROSTER

1. MS. ELAINE STARK -
Childbirth Educator

2. NANCY RAYMOND
Chairperson of
Curriculum Committee

v

3. MRS. CATHERINE FALCONI
Childbirth Educator-in-
Training /
(ALTERNATE)

4. MRS. CORA SUE WOODS
Childbirth EdUcator-
(Breastfeeding Group
Leader)

5. DR. DAVID B_ ROWN
Advisor

6. MRS. ROBERTA MARTIN
,Senior Childbirth
Educator

7. FRANK POWELL
Childbirth Educator

8). BE/TTY WISSOLIK
Childbirth Educator,

9. DR. SARAH AOSSMAN.
Advisor
(ALTERNATE)

\--

1
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29 years old, female, black, single
Occupation: Social Worker

36 years old, female, white, mother
of four active children, married

Occupation: Former. Nurse,
Professional Mother%

32 years old, female, white, mother
'of two preschool children, married

Occupation:, Elementary2School
Teacher before' quitting to bear
and raise children

36 yearsold, female, white, mother
of 'five children, married

Occupation:- Nutritionist, full-
time Wife and Mother

531 years old, male, white
,Occupation: Chief of Obstetrics

Midtown General Hospital
at

46 years old, female, _white, mother
of three g.Town.children,'married

Occupation: Head Nurse of Obstet-
rics at Midtown General Hospital

29 years old, male, white, father
of one ch d; married

Occupation Physical Therapist
i0

,31 years old, female, white, mother,
1 of two preschool children,

Acently divorced
Occupatkin: Textile Factory Worker,

Union Official

33 yearstold, female, white, crigle
Occupationi. -Obstetrician at ''

Midtown Gerval Hospital
411;
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CESIM PROGRAM SHEET

The ALERT workshop deals with the issue of sex -roe stereotyping
through the instructional vehicle of human relations t aining.
The-program is divided into seven self-contained modules which t
are outlined below.

MODULE 1

7 MODULE 2

MODULE 3

MODULE 4

MODULE'S

' MODULE 6

INTRODUCTION

PHYSIOLOGICALt..AND PSiCHOLOGfCAL DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN WOMEN AND MEN'

Explores the social consequences-of the similarities
and differences between women and men. Investigates
the status of women and-Wien in contemporary society.
Helps participants evaluate weir. own sex-role
attitudes:

INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS _

Develops basic interpersondl communication skills
through exefrcises, practice, and discussion.

MARRIAGE AND CHILD REARING

Considers-the-retaidifshiP between sex-role stereotyping
and marriage. Researches and evaluates the messages
children receive from ;he media, schools, and other
institutions. Generate§ feelings about a society where
sex roles arei-eversed.

FEEDBACK AND VALUES

Teaches the rationale and techniques of providing
constr.uctive icism and positive reinforcement.
Helps participaMts define and analyze their values
regarding effects of stereotyping on the socializationw-process.

ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING

Distinguishes among passive, aggressive, and
assertive behavior. Shows hoW these behayiors are
linked to sex -role stereotyping; Provides practice
in Assertiveness.

4411/4i3ODULE 7 CHILDBIRTH EDUCATION STRATEGIES

Gives participants practical suggestions for reducing
sex -role stereotyping, Which is reinforced in ,many childbirth
education classes and childbirth organizations.

47
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SIMULATION 2

IkIDSIM

INTRODUCTION

MIDSIM (Midtawn-, Simulation) models a meeting of a childbirth
education board. Zhis simulation explores the relationship
of sex-role stereotypIng to childbirth education. In MIDSIM,
individuals assume the Various role& of members of -a typical
childbirth education board. The board is`recivired to decide
whether its childbirth educators will attend, a. kshop on
sex-role stereotyping. The interaction gener by this
decision helps participants upderstand the iset es of sex-role
stereotyping and their feelings abogt it.

OBJECTIVES

To explore attitudes which surround the issue of'sex-role
stereotyping.

.3.
,,

,. o analy-Z the imparofostereotypical behaviors op a group's
..in ion ririglte decision-making process...,,

"to ,develop skills-in%process nalysis

GROUP SIZE 4 t

9 to 11 participants per simillatior(group

I

1 hour for simulation;1430:1:ninutes for process analysis
4

MATERIALS

A packet for each participant in the simulation containing the
following: .r

MIDSIM Role Description Sheet (pages 52 to 62). A.f.role
description is a detailed chara,cterization of each'Verson in
the simulation.

48
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Role Card. The role card is a name tag which shows the name "
of a person in the simulation and her/his position in the child-
birth education,group. 'Design the card so that it can be 6roundound the neck and -be easily seen.---

MIlf/SIM Board Roster (r)ge 65). The board roster contains
the names and titles of the entire board.

a

MIDSIM Progrtm Sheet Eage 66). The program sheet lists the
names of topics containecr in the proposed workshop.

--N

In addition to the packets, each participant needs the followIng:

MIDSIM Directions (page _63) . The directions provide partiCi-
pants with .step-by-step instructions for events in the
simulation.

.MIDSIM Memorandum (page 64) . The memorandum informs par-'
ticipants of the agenda of the meeting.

The facilitator heeds a copy of the reading "Exploring Feelings
through Relaxation" (Structured Exercise 9, page 158).

PHYSICAL SETTING

Any open space which will allow enough room for the grou'p to meet
without distractions.

PROCEDURES.

I: bescribe the reasons for using a simulation and explain the
jectiVetOf-this- activity.

N.

2. 'Form groups of ,9 to 1 persons. Use alternate roles designated
on the "MIDSIM Boar Roster", for the tenth .and eleventh posi-
tions. Distribute a cop of the. "MIDSIM Directions" and the
"MIDSIM Memorandum" to each participant. Instruct participants
to read the directions and then the memorarrdum. .

A

3. While they ate reading, pass out the packets. Remind participants
to read their "MIDSIM Role Description" and to 'put, on their
"Role Card."

49
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4. When all participants have put on their role cards, use Structured
Exercise 49 to help them relax. Before ending the relaxation
gl1dd; help participants to assume theft, roles. Suggest that
they put themselves into their roles bl-imaginir(g:

the physical .characteristics of that person;

the minrferisms, gestures, and idiosyncrasies of that person;

the feelings, thoughts, and 'attitudes of that person.

End the relaxation period.

5. Tell the participants to read the "MIDSIM Program Sheet" and
the "MIDSIM Board Raster" in their packets. Encourage
them to do this from the point of view, of the person they
are playing.

6. After a few minutes, tell the president of the board to begin
the meeting by having- participants introduce themselves in
their new roles.

0

7.
Du0

ring the simulation, be available -tic) clarify procedures and
answer questions. Record observation-g about group inter-
action for use, in the, post simulation discussion.

8. End the simulation when the group has had sufficient time
to explore the issues. Usually, this takes 45 minutes to
an hour.

9. Bring all participants together for the process of analyzing
.what happened during the simulation. Consider using-
questions such as the folldwing:

a.. How did you feel in the role you ssumed? How much of
it was you and how much of it we the =role? 'What
insights did you gain, by playing th s partidular person?
How did you like the pdrson -Whose role you ,enacted?

b. What obseriations can you make° out the group's
interaction? Did any individuals dominate the group?
Were any individuals' passive? How were stereotypical
roles acted out in the group? . .

50
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,c. What_problems d &d your group experience in trying to
reach a decision? What issues created the most
controversy? Why?

'
d. What concluSiOns can you draw about sex-role

stereotyping from the simulation? DoeS stereotyping
affect your organization? How? Did the simulation
parallel some of the interaction that occurs in your
own organization?

S

4

9 4
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JvIIDSIM ROLE DESCRIPTION

%

NAME AND INFORMATION"-

Alfred Falcohi, Co-President of MC-EA
35 years old, male
Father of two preschool children ".,
Husband of Catherine ralconi

O

OCCUPATION

9

Manager of medium-sized business

(
PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS

Aggressive;' yourig businessman
Commanding _voice, authoritarian attitude
Assumes a fOrmal appearance
Perceives self as a competent decision maker

VIEW OF ROLE ON. BOARD

Place to exercise leadership skills

FAVORITE EXItESSION

ear

4

8

1

"I think what we W4111 do is..."

DIRECTIONS
cg

You wrote he memorandum which convened the up'coming
meeting. Please, run the meeting as you; Alfred Falcon',
would conduct a meeting of similar importance.

525,1 et.
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mipsii4 ROLE DESCRIPTION s

NAME AND INFORMATION

Mrs. Catherine Falcon', Co-Presidentof MCEA
32 years ord, female.
Wither of two preschool children
Marri.ed to Mr. Alfred Falconi

OCCUPATION

Elementary School Teacher before quitting to bear
and raise two children

PERS NALItY CHARACTERIST/CS

Tidy, -,well-organized, empathic
Putslamily first, MCEA second, and self last

4 Defers to husbands during board meetings
Attends to all the details and all the arrangements
for meetings

. *
VIEW OF ROLEON BOARD 74
. . -

- Place to expend energy in a worthwhile effort to improve
the liy,es of 'families
Personal crusade

,
FAVORITE EXPRESSION

"Well, Fred thinks..."

DIRECTIONS- -`

You, Cathy, will do what is best for families.

( ALTERNATE ROLE )

1
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MIDSIM ROLE DESCRIPTION

NAME AND INFORMATION

Susan Lane, Secretary of MCEA
30 years old, female
Mother of a fotIr -year -old daughter
Married ten years

OCCUPATION

Secretary until daughter was born; presently does
free-lance typing

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS

Demure, pelf- conscious
Smiles often, looks to others for approval
Seldom speaks; takes copious notes
Defers to others

VIEW OF ROLE ON BOARD

Serves at the prodding of her neighbor, Catherine Miller

FAVORITE EXPRESSION

When asked for an opinion, "I agfee with...

DIRECTIONS

You-rSusan, will take plenty of notes during the meeting.
n.

(ALTERNATE ROLE )

54
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MIDSIM ROLE DESCRIPTION

NAME AND INFORMATION
tirb

Lou Connor, Immediate4Past President of. MCEA
40 years old, male',

TA,Divorced and remarried
Three children by first marriage, one child by present marriage

OCCUPATION

Guidance Counselor

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS

Soft-spoken; gentle but firm manner
Shuns labeling people and attempts to see each person
as an individual
Comfortable with conflict
Likes to take control

VIEW OF ROLE ON BOARD .

/
MCEA helped him get close to his wife and child
MCEA goals coincide with his hunianistic philosophy
Place to make a contribution

FAVORITE EXPRESSION O

"Let's consider the options and then decide what is best
for the couples."

DIRECTIONS

Lou, yciu arevery aware of how stereotyping limits individuals'
options . Other board members do not possess your awareness.

4'
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MIDSIM ROLE DESCRIPTION

NAME*Al\ID INFORMATION'

Frank Powell, Member-at-Large of MbEA...-
29 years,old, male ,

Father-of one child
Married

OCCUPATION

-Physical Therapist

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS'

"Nice guy" image
Chuckles a lot and jokes around, sees himself as a clown
Free with compliments
Whispers to persohs beside him during meeting
Introduces subject matter which others don't see as relevant

VIEW OF ROLE ON BOARD
o

Not sure = of this

FAVORITE EXPRESSION

I don't know if you can understand me, but..."

DIRECTIONS

,You, Frank, really enjoy going to these meetings, but you
don't understand What-all the fuss is about.

0
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MIDSIM ROLE DESCRIPTION

NAM AND INFORMATION

Ms. Elaide Stark, Vice-Presitient of Administration
.29 years old, female

Single

OCCUPATION

Social Worker

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS

Friendly, peacemaker, not comfortable with Conflict
. Supportive of women

Leans toward feminism, but does not say so publicly

VIEW OF ROLE ON BOARD

To support childbearing wren

FAVORITE EXPRESSION

It seems, that (add name) had a point
when she said that..."

DIRECTIONS

You; Elaine, spend most of your time supporting women.
Continue t9 do so during the emergency meeting.
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NIDSIM ROLE DESCRIPTION.

NAME AND INFORMATION

Betty Wissolik, Member-at-Large for MCEA
28 years old, female
Mother of two preschool children
Recently divorced

OCCUPATION

Textile Factory Worker
ynion Official

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS

Assertive and confident
Has well-formulated ideas,
Speaks clearly and concisely
Perceives self as a feminist

VIEW `OF ROLE ON BOARD

Consistent with feminist politics
A place to make a political statement
Crusader

a

L

O
.

4

a

FAVORITE EXPRESSION

"I really believe that..."

DIRECTIONS

You, Betty, are well aware of how stereotyping has
affected women. 714s is a chance to help others see the
connnection.

58
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MIDSIM ROLE DESCRIPTION

'4

NAME AND INFORMATION

Nancy, Raymond, Coordinator of Prenatal Education for MCEA
36 years old, female
Mother of four active children
Married

OCCUPATION

Former Nurse, Profeisional Mother

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS

High energy,. bursting with enthusiasm
Slightly extroverted, goad listener
Very knowledgeable about childbirth issues.
Aware of feminist movement but doesn't consider herself
a "libb`e'r"

2

VIEW OF ROLE ON BOARD

To help young' families get a proper start in raising children

FAVORITE EXPRESSION

"I see what you mean."
rT

DIRECTIONS
4.1

You, Nancy, are a successful mother. ,You will contribute
a great'deal to the emergency meeting.

59
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MIDSIM ROLE DESCRIPTION

3

NAME AND INFORMATION

Mrs. Cora'Sue Woods, Member-at-Largi
36 years old, female
Mother of five children
Married

OCCUPAt ION

Nutritionist, full-time Wife and Mother

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS

Has well!-defined vtalue system and lives by its tenefs
Sees motherhood aithe foundation of kfamily life and
families as the-cornerstone of healthy Societies
Assertive

'VIEW `OF ROLE ON BOARD
14,

To reinforCe the role of women as wife and mother
Morally committed to the role of women as stated above

FAVORITE EXPRESSION

"It's the proper thing to do!"

DIRECTIONS

Mrs. Woceds, you must be sure in your own mind that
adopting this program is the right thing to do.

60
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MIDSIM ROLE DESCRIPTION °

NAME AND INFORMATION

Mr. Robert Hess, Treasurer for MCEA
33 years old, male
Father of two children
Married

OCCUPATION

Certified Public Accountant for small accounting firm

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS

Meticulous, objective; and slightly on the fussy side
-Proper and polite in human relationships
Socially and poljtically. conservative

VIEW OF ROLE ON BOARD

Serves at request'of his wife
To add'a community service item. to his resume

I

FAVORITE EXPRESSION -

"As a matter of fact, ..."

DIRECTIONS

You, Mr. Hess, don't know much about sex-role stereotyping.
It doesn't appear that the program will affect the finances
o MCEA.

14
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MIDSIM ROLE DESCRIPTION .

NAME AND INFORMATION

Dr. David Brown, Advisor
53 years old, malec,

OCCUPATION

Chief of Obstetrics at Midt wn General Hosptial

PERSONALITYraHARA TERISTICS

Paternalistic , author a ian
Verbally aggressive
T raditional-
Opinionated ,
Extremely clinical in approach. to patients

9

7

VIEW OF ROLE ON BOARD.

. t

}

To provide necessary expertise and professional guidance

.., FAVORITE EXPRESSION
.

"In all my years of professional experience,..."
,

DIRECTIONS .

r

. ,.- .

Dr. Brown, you seriously question the relevance of the
training. You will argue against It.

S
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MIDSIM DIRECTIONS

1.. You are about to participate in a simulation. The experience_
is designed to deepen your awareness of issues surrounding
sex-roles stereotyping. Attemptto make this simulation as
true to life..as you can. -

2. .You have been given .a, copy of a memorandum explaining
that an emergency board meeting has been called., When
you finish these directions, read.the "MIDSIM Memorandum."

e.
..

,

-3. In the packet you are to receive, there will be a sheet
entitled "MIDSIM Role Description." This is a destription
of the role you are to assume in the simulation. Please.
read it carefully.

IP
r

4. Put on your "Role Card" when you finish reading your
role description. .

, .

S. The facilitator% will help you get into your role.

. Also included in your packet are materials you will need
in order to participate in the board meeting. Read the
"MIDSIM Program Sheet" Band the "MIDSIM Board 'Roster."

of
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TO:

FROM:

MIDSIM MEMORANDUM

4
June 1, 1981

ALL BOARD MEMBERS

ALFRED MILLER, CO-PRESIDENT

SUBJECT:` EMERGENCY BOPoRD MEETING OF THE MIDT WN
CHILDBIRTH EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

It has been brought to my attention by some childbirth instructors
fat there will be an opportunity for some of them and some of
us to attend a workshop on sex-role stereotyping. I gather that
the nature of the topics which are discussed in this seminar are
controversial. Some of you have alre0y informed lice tFat\-yczu_
don't think they are relevant to childbir.th education. .

Oiters of you apparently think that they are extremely important.
At any rate, it is eqrsen.tkal that the board meet immediately_Aand
decide whether or not .it Vishes to endorse the training, since the
only time slot available to us is next Friday and Saturday
(June 5 and 6, 1981).

The emergency board meeting will best the community center on
June 1, 1981, at 8:00 p.m.

64
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. MIDSIM BOARD ROSTER .
4

471
1. ALFRED FALCONI

Co-President
1

2. MRS. CATHERINE FALCONI
Co-President
(ALTERNATE)

3. SUSAN LAN
Secretary
(ALTERNATE)

4. LOU CONNOR
Immediate Past
President '4

5.' FRANK POWELL
'Childbirth Educator

6. MS. ELAINE STARK
Vice-President of
Administration

7. 13EWY WISSOLIK
Member-at-Large

r

8. NANCY RAYMOND
Coordinator of Pre-
natal Education

MRS.tCORA SUE WOODS
Member-at-Large

10. MR. ROBERT HESS
Treasurer

35 years old, male, white, father of
two'preschoql children, -married

Occupation: Manager of medium-
sized business

32 years-oid, female, whi -4a mother.
of two preschool childr married

Occupation: Elementary Schools
Teacher before quitting to bear
and raise children

30 years old, female, white, mother
of a four-year-old daughter, married

Occupation: Former Secretary

40 years old, male, white, divorced
and remarried, three children by
first marriage, one child by present

Occupation: Guidanc.e Counselor .

29 years old, male, white, father of
one child, married

Occupation: Physical Therapist
.

29 years old, female, black,- single
Occupation: Social Worke-r-

)4r-

28 years old, female, white, mother
two1preschool children, recently

divorced
Occupation: Iteztile Factory Worker;

Union Official

36 years old, female, white, mother
of four active children, married

Occupation: Former Nurse, Pro-
fessional Mother

36 years old,'femalerwhite, mother
of five children, married

Occupation: -Nutritionist, full:
time Wife and Mother

33 years old, male, white, father
of two children, married

bccnpation: Certified Public Accountant

11. DR. DAVID BROWN
Advisor

4".." 65

53 years old, male, white
Occupation: Chief of Obstetrics at

Midtown General Hospital
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The ALERT
through the
The program
are'outlined

L.

MIDSIM PROGRAM SHEET

workshop deals with the issue of sex-role stereotyping
instructiornali.ehicle of human relations training.
is-divided into 'seven self-contained modules which

below.

MOD.ULE 1

MODULE 2

INTRODUCTION
e.

PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN WOMEN AND MEN p

Explores the social consequences of the similarities
and differences between women and men. Investigates
ihe status of women and men in contemporary society.
Helps participants evaluate their own sex-role
attitudes.

MODULE 3 INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Develops basic interpersonal communication skills
through exercises; practice, and discussion.

MODULE, 4 MARRIAGE AND CHILD REARING

Coffsiders the relationship between sex-role stereotyping"
and marriage.. researches and evahlates the messages 4
children receive from ,the media, schools, and other

.institutions. Generates feelings about a society where
sex roles atv reversed. st! A

a

' MODULE 5 FEEDBACK AND VALUES

Teaches the rationale and tech-niques,of providing
constructive criticism and positive reinforcement.
Help's participants. define, and analyze their values
regarding the effects of stereotyping on the
socialization process.

-MOD LE '6 ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING`'

Digtipglishes between passive, aggressive, and
assertivebehavior. Shows how these behaviors are
linked to sex -role stereotyping. Provides practice -

in assertiveness.

MODULE, 7

ft>

0-

CHILDBIRTH EDUCATION -STRAAT3rIES

Gives participants- practical suggestions for reducing
sex-role stereotyping, which is reinforced in many
childbirth education classep and childbirth organiza-
tions.
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Childbirth Education Association

of the
Greater Monongahela Valley
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..s, LECTURETTES

Lecturettes are brief presentations on any subject matter
. in a workshop. Lecturettes can introduce new topics,
outline specific material, or explain basic concepts. 'They
are most effective when supplemented by audiovisual
materials.

67
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LECTURETTE 1

GOALS, CONTENT, PROCESS, AND ASSUMPTIONS

OF A SE'X-ROLE STEREOTYPING WORKSHOP

OBJECTIVES

To provide p&rticipants with an overview of the entire workshop

To highlight the content of the workshop

To introduce the process, skills that will We developed during
-the workshop...

/To acquaint participants with the nitth8ds employed in Human
Relations Training

TIME

10 to 15 minutes

OUTLINE

A, Goals

1. To 'develop an awareness of sex-role stereotyping, The
workshop provides participants with a variety of experi-
ences dealing with the issue of sex-role slicreetyping:
This enables the participants to analyze-and evaluate
Opinions and feelings about these issues.

2. To expand and clarify alternatives to sex-role stereotyping:
The workshop promotes the view that individuals should

.feel free to choose from a wide range of behavioral
responses and not be limited to predetermined patterns
based on sex.

3. To help concerned.pereons develop and implement
strategies which reduce stereotyping and promote eq.-I:alio.%

for the children of today and tomorrow. The workshop
helps participants apply skills and knowledge they have
acquired.,and suggests changes they can institute in
their own organizations.

O
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B. Pyramid of Content

4

WHAT
CAN'
BE
DONE?

3

TOPIC: An
exploration of
methpds for
implementing ahang-e.

QUESTION: What is
your commitment
to change and how
can you carry it out?

TOPIC: An assessment
of the impact of media,

,literature, toys,
childrearing practices,
and education on

THE children.
ENVIRONMENT QUESTION: How have
FOR personal and cultural

'THE values influenced your
CHILDREN children?

2

STATUS
OF WOMEN
AND
MEN
TODAY

PHYSIOLOGY
AND

.PSYCHOLOGY
OF WOMEN
AND 'MEN

TOPIC: SurveySurvey of law, institutions,
religion, careers, and home life.
QUESTION: How has your own life
been affected by the status of
women and men in contemporary
society?

TOPIC: Physiological and psychological
factors influencing sex-role determination.
QUESTION:, How has your perception of
sex roles been formed?

70
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C. Process Skills

1. Attending Behavior
Involves increased awareness of the .verbal and
nonverbal, messageg used in communicating.

2.. Active Listening
Heightens the understanding of what is bejg,
communicated.

3. Feedback
° Helps indi151duals provide others with constructive

information° about the effects of their behavior.

4. Assertiveness
.

TeaChes individuals to respond in way's that guarantee
the rights of all parties involved.

D. Assumptions

1: Learning by Doing
Involves participants actively in the learning process.
Encourages them to evaluate the way they learn.

2. Being Open
Fosters an .atmosphere of trust and sensitivity to the
feelings of _others. 'Encourages appropriate self-
disclosure.

3. Focusing on the J'Here and Now"
Deals with feelings, thoughts, and experiences as they
occur in the Workshop; Relates past events to current
issues.

SUGGESTIONS

A. Use a visual when presenting the Pyramid of Content.
The pyrdtrad approach assumes that one section forms
the basis of the next: To emphasize the sequencing, use
atransparency, with each section being an overlay, or design
a graphic which allows the placing of one section upon another.

4
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B3 Before introducing the process skills, read the following
sections: Lecturettes '5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, and 14;
Structured', Exercises 5, 6, 7, 12, 15, 16, 17, and 18.

C. Before introducing the 'assumptions, refer to the third
section of the manual, "Human Relations Training: A
Perspectiye."

4
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LECTURETTE 2

PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES

OBJECTIVES

BETWEEN WOMEN AND MEN

To acquaint participants with the major physiological differepces
between women and men

To clarify" the prevalent view of the psychological differeryc6s
between women and men

TIME-

15 minutes

OUTLINE

A. Physiological Differences (list does not include all differences)

Female

XX Chromosome
Estrogen
Progesterone
Ovary
Uterus
Vagina
Fallopian Tube
Clitoris
Menstruatibn
Ova
Breast Development
Gestation
Lactation

,

73

:-Male

XY Chiomogome
Androgen
Testosterone
Prostate
Testes
Penis
Vas
Scrotum
Semen
Sperm
Large Bone Structure
Body Hair
Deep Voice

/IL



B. Psychological Differences (Prevalent View)

Female Male

Compassionate Aggressive
Cooperative Athletic
Dependent Competitive
Emotional Defensive of Beliefs
Gentle Independent
Nurturant Individualistic
Passive Influential
Sensitive Objective
Understanding Powerf
Warm Sglf- eliant

t

SUGGESTIONS

A. Present both lists to participants.. Clarify points of
confusion and elaborate upon areas of interest. Encourage
participants to make observations about the differences.

B. If time permits, do notiocesent the differences but have
participants brain'storm the items and create their own lists.

RESOURCES

McCary, James Leslie. McCary's Human Sexuality. 3rd ed.
New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1978.

Miller, Jean taker. ToWard a New Psychology of Women.
Boston: Beacom- Press, 1976.

ft
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. LECTURETTE 3

'ANDROGYNY -.4

OBJECTIVES

To introduce the concept of androgyny

To help participants realize that it is a mistake to assign
psychological charq.cteristics exclugively to one sex

To encourage -partici,liants to commit themselves to more
androgynous patterns. of behavior

I
TIME

10 to 15 minutes

OUTLINE

A. Defiajat of Androgyny

The capability of selecting appropriate behaviors,, whether
"{masculine" or "feminine," for aiparticular situation.

B. Theories of Sex-Role Determination

1. Biological Determinism

Postulates the view that the roles women and men
assume are a result of -physiological differences.

2. Cultural Determinism

Takes the position that social and cultural factors
define sex'roles.

3. Biosocial View
Ata

Maintains that sex-role definition is the result of th
interaction between physiological and cultural factors.

75
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C. A Schematic Conception of Androgyny

1. Think of positive personality traits (e.g., nurturance,
empathy, gentleness) commonly assigned to women as
being represented by the vertical axis of a graph.

High

Feminine Traits Medium

Low

0

tp

t

1

2. Think of positive personality traits (e.g., independence,
objectivity, assertion) commonly assigned to men as
being represented by the horizontal axis of a graph.

9

1'
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3. Using .this approach, consider the following examples:
( ? ., .

1

0

ee.

3

,(a) "Z" scores low,on feminine and low on ma uline
traits and therefore is placed in the lowe left
quadrant of the graph; .a

0'

- Feminine Traits-.

.

High

Medium

z

. Medium High

Masculine Traits
4.

F

e
(b) "Yu scores lOw

.
on thee feminine and high on the

masculine traits and th6refore. is placed in the
loyier right quadrant of the graph. ,

.High

Feminine Traits Itedi

0

4

:
.0 1 o4 0

10 ,

.

A
10

b4

0

k1011.M.

O

r

o -

I' eos
.

..

, tow Mgdium ,High
0

,

I,
),.. -.... -0 ,0

- Masculine Traits
-... d

0. Asa4. ',. .
, t ....-.A g ... -:
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(c).- "X" -scores high on t'he feminine and low on the
masculine traits and therefore N placed in the
.upper left quadrant of the giaph.

0

so. High

9 ;

Feminine Traits , MediuM

0

"

#

s

y. Low

oil

nXu .

'Medium High

. Masculine Traits

, "W" scores high pn both climensioris ann l-thpreforre
iis placed in thq upper rightqtladrant of- the gtaph,

Feminine Traits

High .

Medium

Low

aS

4

t) 4
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.
(e) 'I-he four persons occupy different places because

Bach exhibits different traits. It is Clean that "W,"
regardless of her/his sex, has a greater repertoire
of behavior than the others. The ideal is to possess
the best qualities of both sexes. Psychologists
refer to persons like "W" as androgynous because
they exhibit bth female and male behaviors.

High

inine Trai Medium

4

Low fly"

Low . Mediuth High

Masculine Traits

D.. In summary, it seems that an exclusiyely determinist_ approach,
be it physiological or cultural, does not adequately, describe
the complexity of female/male behavior' and emotions: . I

Physiology is an important determinant, but so are experiences
and opportunities. All of these factors play.a part in forming
unique individuals who defy gross generalizations. Women
may leafn some activities more easily than most men, but unlets
these activities are functions of one's anatomy, men can also .learn them. The reverse of this is also true. The androg-
ynous person who manifests both feminine and masculine traits
is a more flexible and. emotionally healthier person than one
limited by stereotyped sex roles.

SUGGESTIONS

The schematic conception of androgyny c rbe very confusing to
participants. Acquire a clear understanding of the graphs before
preseriting them.
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,RESOURCES

4

4,

I

Rossi, Alice S. "Tlie Biosociar Side of Parenthood.", Human
' Nature (June 1978) :72-79.
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LECTURETTI4 4

STATUS OF WOMEN AND MEN IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY

OBJECTIVES

To present selected facts about the economic and social status
of women and men in contemporary American society ,

.

To have participants draw conclusidns about the status of
women and men

TIME

10 to 15 minutes

.
e

OUTLINE

A. Social'

."

1. Percentage of single-parent families-headed by women,
and headed by men.

2. Availability of day care for working parents.

3. Percentage of women and .men with four' or more years ,of college, who are in the labor force.
'"7

4.--Equal Protection Clatise of Article XIV of the U.S.
Constitution. . %. , ..,

Tr'l,,, r--.)
5. Sections of Title VII of the Civil, Rights Act of 1964

dealing with discriniination. - .
--, .

4

6. Sections of Title IX of the Education Amendments of
1972 dealing with sex discrimination.

7. Section One of the Equal Rights Amenc4ment.

8. Basic provisions 9 the Fedetal Equal Pay Act of 1963.

9: Status of single fathers.

81
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B. Economic

1.* Percentage of women in the labor force.

2. Percehtage of women and men in nontraditional
occupations (e.g:, women in- medicine, carpentry;
men in kindergarten teaching, nursi etc.) .

3. Percentage of pay disparity between omen and men
in selected occupations.

4. PPercentage of all women who work outside the home.

5. !/ledian dollar earnings for women and men. Average
earnings for both.

6. Percentages of single, married, widowed, and divorced
women who are in the labor force.

7. Percentage-of women versus men in dead-end, menial
jobs.

8. Percentage of women earning over $10,000, ,$15,000,
and $20, 000 compared to the percentage of men.

9. The ratio of college women to college men.

10: Paternity leave for fathers.
3

SUGGESTIONS

Prepare handouts of the facts suggested here arid/or any others
relevant to the group. Review the data with participartts and
ask them to draw conclusions about the status of women and men

contemporary society. Summarize the discussion.

RESOURCES -

bepartthent.of'Cominerce

EmploymentStancliards Administration; U.S. `Department of
. Labor

., .

',.. .

Women's Bureau, U.S: Department Of Labor

i ,
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OBJECTIVES

LECTURETTE 5

JOHARI WINDOW

.4°

To help participants better understand the communication process

To prOvide° a concepfual model of skills needed for effective
communication

TIME

15 minutes

OUTLINE
.

A. Johan Window

KNOWN

TO OTI1ERS

ITNICNOWN

TO (HERS

O

'KNOWN TO SELF UNKNOWN TO SELF

./

0

. .

OPEN AREA

..

.

BLIND AREA

.

r

HIDDEN v AREA "

C.

UNICNOWN AREA

n .



B. Open Area

The OPEN AREA is known to self and to others; it includes
obVious physical characteristics, observable behaviors, and
publicly expressed ideas and feelings.

y

C. Hidden Area

The HIDDEN AREA is known to self but unknown to others;
it includes behaviors, feelings, values, motivesiand
attitudes of which a person is conscious, but which she/he
has not revealed to others.

D. Blind Area
. V ',

The. BLIND AREA is unknown to self 'but known to other's;
it includes behavior§, feelings, values, motives, and
attitudes which a person unconsciously reveals by gestures,
mannerisms, and observal?le salons.

E . Unknown Area

The UNKNOWN AREA is unknown to self and to others;
it includes those feelings of which one is not aware.

SUGGESTIONS

Use a visual with the Joha);i Window. Give examples from each
area and reqUest examples from participants. Show t4t
effective communication will enlarge the open area while
diminishing the hidden and blind areas.

RES0dRaS

Luft, JOseph. Of Human. Interaction. Palo Alto, Calif. :
Natigndl Press Books, 196g.

Std
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LECTURETTE 6

ATTENDING .BEHAVIOR

a

OBJECTIVES e

To sensitize participants to nonverbal communication

TIME

.10 minutes
...

OUTLINE

A. Place of Attending Behavior in the Communication Proce4s
) ormado'

JOHARI WINDOW

.

1

a

RIOWN
TO OTHERS

UNKNOWN
TO OTHERS

KNOWN TO SELF UNKNOWN TO SELFt

SKILL:

.

OPEN. AREA

Attending

.

BLIND AREA

.

: , gehavior

.

.

HIDDEN' AREA UNKNOWN AREA

.

2

,

V
1 .

N 1

,

I.

4

Ak.

\

"a.

c

c



B. Definition of Attending Behavior

Those skills Asociated with paying attention to and cloiely
oberving nonverbal cues which a person uses to communicate.

Importance of Attending Behavior

1. Nonverbal communication is an essential part of the
entire communication process. It'provides uncensored
data about a speaker's feelings, motives, values, an5I
attitudes.

2: Effective communication is enhanced by the ability to:

(a) correctly read and'' interpret the nonverbal
cues of others.

(b) make one's own nonverbal cues fit the message
one intends to communicate. .

SUGGESTIONS 4

.Use a visual to show where attending behaviblr belongs in the
Johari Window. Lead into Structured :Exercise 5 by having
participants brainstorm the nonverbal cues Which they look for
when talking with others. Explain that nonverbal cues are
subject to interpretation. In a w2rkshop the best way to verify
an interpretation is by asking-the othpr person what the cue
means..

RESOURCES

Sydnor, Granville L.,, and Parkhill, Nadine L. Systematic
°Human Relations Training: AManual for Trainers.
Minden, La.: Human Resources Development .Institute,
1974.

-
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.LECTUltETTE 7

ACTIVE LISTENING

OBJECTIVES

To help participants understand the importance of listening
closelyto a speaker

To help participants recognize the intended message of a
communication

To ma e participants more aware of messages they convey
when they communicate

TIME

/20 minutes

OUTLINE

A. Place, of Acti e Listening in the Communic&ion Process

KNOWN
TO OTHERS

UNKNOWN
TO. °Tally -

,

JOHARI WINDOW

KNOWN TO SELF UNKNOWN TO SELF

OPEN AREA

. _
.

- BLIND AREA

HIDDEN AREA

SKILL, Attive ,

,

. .

.

Ltstening

.

,/
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B. Definition of Active Listening

Active listening enables a listener to understand, clarify,
or add depth to the meaning of a communication sent by
another.

C. Bssential Ingredients of Active Listening

1. Authenticity
Listener must be genuine in responding to a speaker..

2. Empathy ,
Listener must be able to identify with a speaker's
feelings.

3. Respect
Listener must show proper regard for the feelings and
ideas of the speaker.

'D. Logi Cal Sequence'of Active Listening

1. Story'
Listener helps speaker articulate the circumstances
which make up the experience.

2. Fee lings

Listener helps speaker identify feelings associated" with
the experience'.

3. Causality
'Listener helps speaker discover how and Ay specific
feelings become associated with certain events.

4. Summary
Listener helps speaker restate the circumstances,
label the feelings, and summarize the reasons for the
feelings..

E. Obstacles to.'Active Listening
, .

1. Tangential Responses
Listener deviates from.the speaker's communication by
leading the speaker in another direction.

88
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2. Inappropriate Interrogation

Listener asks questions which are unrelated to the
content of a speaker's communication.

ic 1

.0

3. Premature Advice

Listener attempts to solve the speYker's problem
before the speaker is ready fora solution.

lt,

SUGGESTIONS

Use a visual of the Johari,Window to show the. place\oLactive
listening within the communication process. Model each phase
of active listening to demonstrate what is meant by
articulating the story, identifying the feeling, discovering
the causality, and avoiding the obstacles. Give this
lecturette in conjunction with Structured Exercise 7.

i..

RESOURCES

Jacobs, Beth; Buschman, Randall; Schaeffer, Donald;
Dendy, Robert F.; and Stieber, Joan. Training Manual
for Counseling Skills, adapted from A Survival Manual
t.c.. the Drug Center Volunteer, National Drug Abuse
Training Center, 1974.
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LECTURETTE 8.

EQUAL. MARRIAGE

0 -.1*

4

To acquaint participants with the concept of equal marriage

To show participants how marriage affects the attitudes,
beliefs, and values of children

TIME

10 minutes

INE

. Characteristics of an Equal' Mari-iage

1. It is based on mutual love and respect.

2. It is determined by,the preferences, talents, 'and
skills of both pai-tners.

3. It is negotiated by both partners with full awareness
of each other's needs.

4. It is fulfilled by both partners in an atmosphere of
openness and trust.

,
B. How an Equal` Marriage Contract Is Negotiated

1.. Each partner has an equal voice in the determination
of the ,contract. '

2. Partneis must decide upon the functions to be
'negotiated: Topics _worthy-of consideration are
decision making, nurturing, housework, cooking,
child rearing, child care, and career choice.

3. Partners should allocate tasks in the fairest manner
possible.

0
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C. Implications of Marriage on Attttudes, Beliefs, Ad Optons,.
for' Children ,

1: Parents are primary role models\for thMr

2. ,Cliildren who are not conditioned Sy st_ eotypical
sex roles areks_sLp-n eded i

qr

:options.
::.

A 01

3. An equal marriage eneourageSnonstereotyonical behavior
in children. . 11

4. Children mill be betteeqigipped to litie independent
lives if they are not 'conditioned by, stereotypical sex
roles;

SUGGESTIONS

Have participants brainstorm
of both equal marriage and

1.

o

ri
. .

Athe advairtages and Vsadvantages
conventional mari-iag '. Com'Are. . and contrast both. 4

YIP

RESOURCES.

Stapleton, Jean, and Bright, Richard. Equal Marriage.
New York: Harper and Row, 1976.

-""'"
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. LECTURETTE 9

C *USES, OF .EX -ROLE STEREOTYPING IN CHILDREN

OBJECTIVES
- .........1

L , To show participa low stereotypes are transmitted to aitildrenw

--To have the part....,._icip s determine the.presence or absence.of
stereoty5es in 'selected matetals

. . . --
.. . .

To help ,participants--determine the effects of stereotyped Messages
.

..

TIME t .

Cr-
15 to ?O minutes

'"

.

*1

coRsisto

-A. Influences Which Teach and Reinforce Stereotyplirg

1. Significant Role Models
-

'Children learn sex roles by imitat.g significant adults,
particularly their parents. As they mature, other

. important figures such as teachers, coaches, and relatives
influence their views of women and men.

2. Tele'vision

Television has a pervasive effect on American children.
Because of the amount of hours a child spends viewing,
television ranks high as an influence pn attitudes toward
sex roles. In many instances, the images portrayed are
highly stereotypical.

3. Toys

Toys are instruments for directing 'children's behavior.
Since they are often associated with a cert4n -sex,, toys
can influence a child's, id'entifidaticin with a particular
sex role'. , When children. are exposed only to toys
associated with ohe sex, their behavior is often directed
to narrow, stereotypical patterns.

4%4
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4.. Advertiseme,nts

Ads tell a lot about how weyiew_tbeselert
society's biased about the status of women and men arm
reinforce most of the prevailing stereotypes'.

5. ,Literature

Some of the
. the'roles of

'books.

6:.rnstitutions

earliest imprpsdions individuals hay regarding
women and men were formed by children's

A primary functiOn of institutions such as churches, schools,
and social organizations (scouts, Y's, sports leagues) is to
socialize their members. Part of this process involves the
delineatiOn of sex roles.

'It:

B. Materials for Examination

Prepare the following: .

1. A collage of magazine ads. Look through magazines which
depict women and men in various wayS. Choose some that
are blatantly' sexist, some that are subtle, and some that
are not sexist at all./

2. Samples of children's stories or children's books. Choose
a mixture of stereotypical and nonstereotypital examples.

3. A poster-board displayeof televisionand radio commercials
that employ stereotypes..

4. Aposter board display df incidents in childre
. programs that employ' stereotypes.

s

5. A display of toy,containerS. Select package which show
children. iising the toy.

crP
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SUGGENITIONS.

As part of the lecturette, use the prepared materials for demonstration.
Ask partici-pal:As to idcntify stcreotypcc contained ih-the -matexial-,_
Discuss the effects of the six influences on their own and their
children's attitudes. Follow the ledturefte with Structured Exer-
cise 11, "AnInquiry."

,

t
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LECTURETTE 10

FEEDBACK

OBJECTIVES

To teach. participants the importance of feedback in effective
communication

,To. help participants discover how their behavior. affects
lothers

TIME

10 to 15 minutes

OUTLINE 6
,

A. Place-of Feedback in the Communication Process

JOHARI WINDOW
r

KNOWN TO SELF UNKNOWN TO SELF

Atl

KNOWN
TO OTHERS

1
,,

- UNKNOWN

TO OTHERS

. a

OPEN AREA
. .

.

. .
BLIND AREA

,

SKILL: Feedback
,

i .

HIDDEN AREA

.,
4.

.---

4,

UNKNOWN AREA

.

.

-:

.

A
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B Definition of Feedback

AcOMmunIcation1Wich informs a person how h,er/his
behavior is affecting othets.

C: Types of Feedback'

1. Helpful

(a) positive: reinforces acceptable behavior,
.

(b) negative: constructively briticizes counter-
productive behavior

2: Harmful

(a) positive: reinforces unacceptable behavior

(b) negative: criticizes counterprdductive behavior
in a judgmental, manner -

. Guidelines for Feedback

1. For th e giver of feedbAck

\

(a) Concentrate on specific, observable, and
modifiable behavior(s)

(b) Describe rather than evaluate the behavior

.-2.(c) Explain the personal 'reactions and feelings
evokedin you by the behavior.

(d)' 13e sure to give your comments when the time
right/.

.

(e) Provide feedback whensoliciied by the
receiver

40 .2. For the receiver of feedback
-

(a) Clatify the giyer's message 4.

,4

(b) Check It out with others for accuracy

o 0'4
96
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.

(c) Accept the fdedback if it is accurate and helpful;
reject it, if ,it is not

2....)

SUGGESTIONS
. ,

Use a visual to show where feedback fits into4the Johari'
Window. Give examples of helpful and.harmful feedback.
Have participants give examples of their own. Model
helpful feedback for the participants. .

i

r
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',LECTURETTE 11

THE IMPACT OF VALUES ON STEREOTYPING

,
I
OBJECTIVES

To help participant's realize how their value systems relate
to stereotypical behavior

To have participants discover the ways in which children
learn their values

RIME

15 minutes

OUTLINE

What is a value?

A value is a principle, 'stand rd, or ideal which a person
holds in high regard and co siders to be of sigriificant
worth. It .determines a per pn's interpretation of and:
subsequent reactions to eve its.° It includes both coni
scious- end unconsciqus be fs and attitudes.

B. Transmissjon of Sex Role alue4\

A persorl is taught the ference between feminine and
masculine roles from inf.. cy.'

Some of these mess es are intentionally and openly
communicated. W n integrated into the individual's
value system, the become consciously accepted
values.

2. Other values are earned,by imitation. Parents are
the primary role odels for their children. Children
acquire their ea y identity from their parents and'
sex-role identity is an integral part of this process.

3. 'Institutions su as churches and schools attemptto
present value- n a systematic fashion.. They teach
value systems hich are based on clearly delineated
rulesiand pro eclures.

98 cad
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4. As children mature, other persons shape their values.
. Examples of such individuals are peers, popular he'roin'es

and heroes; and influential adults.

C. --Problems with Sex Role Values

1. In contemporary society, children attempt to integrate
values wl-iich are frequently contradictory. They may
see their parents modeling one,set of values but hear
them espousing another.

g. 0 1
2. Even when the'parents act in a manner consistent

with their words and ideals, the children,are subject
toopposing values in the media*, in /school, in
church, and in Other social organizations.

3. Most'of the.dex-role values to which children are
exposed today are stereotypical. These limit children
and prevent them from considering other ways of
acting. .

SUGGESTIONS

Have participants brainstorm their values which relate to
sex roles., Ask them if any of the values are contradictory.
Have them rank their'values from most cherished to least
important.

RESOURCES

Simon, Sidney B.; Howe, LelandW.; and Kirschenbaum,,
(4 Howard. Values Clarification.. New York: Hart

lishing Company% 1972.

(
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OBJECTIVES

LECTURETTE 12

P4SERTIVENESS TRAINING

J
To introduce the concept of assertiveness training

To provide participants with e rationale for improving, assertiveness
1-

TIME

10 minutes

OUTLINE

A. What is `assertiveness trailing?

1. It is,s''process that helps people assert and maintain
'the rights to which they are entitled in interpersonal
relationships.

9 2. It teaches the difference among passive, aggressive,
and assertive behaviors.

3. It helps people eliminate self7defeating passive or
aggressive behaviors in favor of healthier assertive

;ones:
rs

4. It helps individuals gain more self-Confidence.

5. It challenges people to take responsibility for their
s own liVes.-

B. How does, assertiveness training relate to sex-role stereotyping?

1. It enables participants to recognize the stereotype
associated with passive/and aggressive patterns of
behavior.

2. It helps participants to determine the causes and effects
of passive and aggressive behaviors.

100
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,
3. It offers articipants techniqUes which can change

stereotyp cal behavioral patterns.

A. It helps indiv.iduals become more androgynous. A
. definition of androgyny is given in Lecturette 3.

N
St.LGdESTIONS

To personalize this presentation, ask participants to relate
-incidents iri which theyhave had difficulty being assertive.
Such a discussion provides an excellent introduction to
the:points covered in this outline. r

RESOLJRCtS
-

f b

"ID

Phelps, 'Stanlee, and Austin., Nancy! The Assertive Woman.
San Luis Obispo, Calif. :tImpact Publishers, 19751.

Bloat, Lynn Z.; Coburn, Karen; and Pearlman, Joan.
The Rew,Assertive Woman. New York: Dell Publishing
Co.; 1975..
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OBJECTIVES

t
1

LECTURETTE 13

ASSERTIVENESS MANIFESTO

.
To help, participant8 realize that assertive individuals are
aware of the personal rights to whichthey,are entitled in -
human interaction

To have,paticipants consider a personal statement of
assertiveness

TIME

10 to 15 minutes

Ot.J1ILINE

.
, - areThe rights referred to when talking about assertiveness re

. , persorial ones. They are rights which must be secured and
protected by each individu.al. The following is a list of some
of, these. .

A '

1. I'am somebody. I .respect your individuality and expect
it the same from you

_ i. .

2. I expect you to take ine seriously; what I haVe to say
is important to me.

e

3.. I can say "no" whenever I don't want to do what you
ask.

4. I have to structure my own time to suit my own needs, "--
but I'll try to be aware of your needs, too.

5. We <need to set our owp, priorities. If.they should conflict,
"--we'll negotiate.

6. At times I must ask questions in order t,43 understand. I
expect you to be patierit with me.

7.. It is m1'prerogative to change my mind.

102
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8. Sometimes I have opinions which differ from yours.
I have the right to express and defend these parions..

9. I will express Tny pre ferences and you should do likewise.

10. If your behavior affects me in a negative way, I will
ask you to change it.

11. It is important .forme to express my feelings when I
want to.

SUGGESTIONS

Using'a visual or a handout, present the "Assertiveness- .
ck. Manifesto" to participants. Provide examples that are

relevant'to the problems faced by the group. For example,
with a childbirth group use incidents from the health care
provider and client relationship whel-e assertiveness might be
a piroblem. If time permits!, have paYticipants share their
experiences with assertiveness problems.

1/4

.
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LECTURETTE 14

ASSERTIVENESS TECHNIQUES

OBJECTIVES

To provide participants with practical suggestiolas for
developing assertiveness

"To dvmonstrate assertive techniques
j0.

TIME

10 to 15 minutes

OUTLINE

A. There,are a number of ways ove an indiv.idual's
assertiveness. The following explains some of the
more signifithnt techniques.

1. Be aware of nonverbal messages. Consider your
posture, eye contact; facial expression, an distance
from the person. Make sure all of these signs
indicate that you mean what you say.'

,
2. Use first-person messages. A first-person message

describes the behavior and explains the effect it
is having bn you . Second person remarks are
easily interpreted as direct attacks on another's
behavior.

safg

A

Example

"I was bothered by your remark about
the way I raise my children,"

rather than: "Your comment about the way I raise
my Children bothered me.

3. Don't apologize. Eliminate the expression "I'ni
' sorry, but..." -This shows uncertainty and clpNily

indicates a passive attitude.

104
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4. Use short responses. If you draw out a.statement,
you risk becoming passive or aggressive.,

S. (Avoid hostile statements. They only escalate the
negative feelings present in a conversation.

Example

Not Hostile: "I would appreciate it if you would
give me a chance to speak my mind.".

Hostile:', -11I can't stand you when you don't
let me speak my mind."

Talk deliberately. Speaking too rapidly is a sign
of riervousnejs and 'uncertainty. Consciously slow
down--it does not seem as slow to the other person.

7. Project your voice. The stronger tone shows the
seriousness of the message. Women especially should
be consciovis of this.

SUGGESTIOIIS

As you go through the list of techniques, model or role play
situations showing proper and improper reSacoses.

gr
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1 LECTURETTE 15

.

STRATEGIES TO .REDUCE SEX-ROLE STEREOTYPING

IN CHILDBIRTH EIDUCATION

OBJECTIVES

To highlight areas in:childbirth.education whe're inequity
exists

To suggegt steps' which will reduce stereotyping

To suminarize the information derived from the workshop.
ands to provide practical means of applidationto childbirth

4

To offer encouragement and support to childbirth educators
working toward nonsexist alternatives

TIME

15 minutes

OUTLINE

A. Sex-Role Stereotyping in Ccintemporary Childbirth
Education

1. Literature in obstetrics, childbirth education, and
pareriting is heavily laden with sex-re stereorypes.

4.

2. There is a considerable disparity in the ratio
of female to male obstetricians, pediatricians, and
childbirth educators.

3.. Most midwives are women, but current laws (limit
their ability to perform all birthing practiceS':

4. Most childbirth educator) curricula are geared to
women rather. tlian,to men.

106 107
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13. Ways of:Combating Sex-Role Stereotyping in Childbirth ,
-.7 Edudation ,

.. - . .

1,. Attend conference or workshops which deal with sex-.
E role stereotyping. ....

. '`c ... ,

2.. Evaluate your contributions to reducing sex-role
stereotyping in your classes. , (A "Sex-Role Awareness
Survey for.C,bildbirth Educators" is included with this
lecturette) .' 4--- ....

.,

3. Encourage local childbirth groups to sponsor workshops
designid to reduce sex -role stereotyping.,

4. Rgyiew reading material and class hangouts to see if
they reinforce stereotypical attitudes:

5. Have instructors observe each other in class with. these
questions in mind:

4

(a) Does the instructor's language reinforce
stereotyping?

= /. ,.
(b) Does the instructor's nonverbal communication- .:,

reinforce stereotyping? ,:.
. .

(c) Does the
1

instfuctor use audiovisual material'
which includes men as well as women?

6". RevieW claps -outlined with the issue of equity in mind.

7. Make sure that ,your organization's newsletter and
Official correspondence are nonsexist.

8. Model assertive and other nonstereotipic behaviors
for clients, parents, colleagues, and otter health
care p*roviders,.

, . '
9. Solicit infOrmation from-new and expeotant parents

regarding their perceptions ofyour class presentations
and other interactions. (A '"Student Survey'ris
included with this' lecturette)

.1 41. Ask co- workers, for feedback about. your h iin4 cif
(sex-role issues.

t*t*

11. Build a support gropp of persons committed to nonsexist .

childbirth education.

1-07 1 u
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SUGGESTIONS 1

4

As part of the strategy to reduce sex-role stereotyping, use the
instrument on pages 109-111 as pre- and post-tests. The first
part, "Sex-Role Awareness Survey for Childbirth Educators," is
a self-assessment tool. This survey helps Childbirth educators
focus upon critical sex-role issues which-affect childbirth education.
Childbirth educators may take test before engaging in ,an aware-
ness workshop. They can self- administer the test before and after
the workshop, and thereby calculate their own progress toward
sex-role awareness.

The second part, "Student Survey," complements the awareness
survey. By administering this survey to their stu.clents, childbifth
educators can systematically. obtain feedback aboAt their teaching
behavior as it relates to sex-role stereotyping. It is suggested,
that eduCators give the test to one of their classes before they,
the educators, attend the workshop.. After attending the workshop,
they should give the test to another -class and compare the- results.

Haves participants in the workshop indicate wh of the activities
listed on page 107 appeJto them. Ask them for other possibilities.
Use Structured Exercise 19, "Force Fied Analysis: Solving Problems
of Stereotyping," as a means of planning and implementing suggested
changes.

$
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SEX-ROLE AWARENESS SURVEY Fog CHILDBIRTH EDUCATORS '

For each Of,the,following statements, mark how strongly you
feel'you project a particular attitude or behavior in your
work as a childbirth educator.

0 - Never
- Seldom.

2 - Usually
3 -' Always

I encourage pregnant women to ask me as many
cinestions as they want.

SO'

I encourage loth parents'to learn as much as
they can abou't nurturing children.

J

I encourage prevent women to express their
negative as well as their,positive feelings.

I teach both women and m en that nutrition for
the family is major responsibility, of both.

I encourage both women and men in class to discuss
their emotions.

ude both women alt men tnNdiscussions about
ual activity.

8

I assume that women as well as men will be the
initiators of sex.. --p

z!),

0

I direct the presentation to both women and men
when talking about sexual experimentation with
positions and activities.

I refer to the labor-support person as the
labor partner vd not the coach.

I reassure both women and men that feelings of
fear, apprehension, and insecurity are common
during pregnancy and labor.

I encourage. couples to seek advice from many
sources, and decide what will work best for them.

I direct the presentation to both women and men
when discussing the distribution of daily living
and child care tasks after the birth of their
baby.

(- 109

2 3,

0 1 2 3

1

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

3

0 1 2 3 -,,

0 1 2 3,

0 1

2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3,

-0- 1 2 3
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I offer women and men suggestions on how
- to shareTarentiris)tasks.

I stress the health rather than the cosmetic
aspects of getting back into shape after the
birth of the baby.

. °

I include all persons in the discussion of
'reSponaibilities for birth control.

.

When speaking 6f the feMale sex, I refer to

themas women and mothers, not as girls. .

Q 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

kACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

Rate yourself according to your knowledge of the areas listed
below.--Use the following rating scale.

0 None
1 - Limited Knowledge
2 - Moderate Knowledge
3' -. Substantial Knowledge

I know how sex rote.stereotypinj has affected
maternity care.

I knoW how females and males are socialized.

I:understand why women bay choose to be passive '

in their childbirth requests and feel secure in
being cared for by others.

I understand why many men have difficulty expressing
feelings:

I know what political actions must take'place for
true freedom of choice in maternity care.

I know how to help couples express feelings.

I know how to help COuples ct assertively.

I am aware of myself as a role model to couples.

e

0 1 .2 3

0 1

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3',

0 1 2 3

.0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3



For each of the following statements, mark how strongly YOUR
CHILDBIRTH INSTRUCTOR either encourages or discourages a
particular,attitude or behavior. For ,every statement, circle
either +1, +2, 0, -2', or -1,' depending on what you think yo mfi

instructor has told your class. Please circle only one numb-ik
for each statement.

-2 - strongly discdUrages
-L - discourages
0 - neither encourages or discourages

*1 encourages
+2 - strongly encourages

Pregnant women should ask the Instructor as `mangy
questions as they feel are necessary.

Expectant fathers should freely-express their
feelings about their wives.' pregnancy.

Expectant couples should decide what they want in
a birth experience and select a birth attendant°
whose ideas conctit with theirs.

Expectant patents ought to learn as much as they'
N can about child raising,and decide how they want

to raise their children.

An expectant father should be interested in.his
wife's pregnancy.'

Expectant parents ought to discuss how the birth
will affect their lives.

All women should become full-time mothers while
their Children are young.

kf,a doCtor recommends an episiotomy, a pregnant
woman should follow the doctor's advice.

A.new father should routinely cuddle and play.
with his new baby.

A pregnant woman should be careful not to bother
her doctor with a lot of questions.

Fathers-should learn how to care for infants and
routinely help to care for their newborns.

111
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-2 -1 0 +1 +2

'-2 -1 0 +1 +2

-2 -1 0 +1 +2

-2 -1 0 +1 +2

-2 71 0 +1 +2

-2 -1 0 +1 +2

-2 -1 0 +1 +2

-2 -1 0 +1 +2

-2 -1 0 +1 +24

-2 -1 0.+1

-2 -1 0 +1 +2
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4

All women should stop worki g outside the home -2 -1 0 +1 :1-2

after their babies are bbr

Expectant fathers and new 4athers ought routinely -2 -1 0 +1 +2

' .to do househAd chores suc as dishwashing and
cleaning. ..J

Expectant fatheis should restrain emotions. -2 -1 0 +1 +2

Be ides the tasks associated with mothering, -2 -a 0
/

+1 +2.

wo en should feel free to Pursue other interests.

4C

Expectant fathers should lo k forward to cating
for and cuddling their infan s.

Expectant parents should plan beforehand,how they
are going to share the responsibilities of

child care and housewirk.

-2 -1 0 +1

-2 -1 0 +1

+2

+2

Poes.your instructor encourage everyone in the class to express

her/his ideas about chilraising, even when some people disagree?

Yes No .

When your instructor refers to the unborn baby, whichtone of the
forlowing words does she/he usually use?

He She

Rarely either He or She He as often as She

When your instructor refers to the labor Supporter, which one-of
the following words does the instructor usually use?

Labor Supporter

Husband

Labor Partner

Father

Combination of the above

Labor afach

Men "

Rarely any of the above

When your instructor refers to the females in the class, which one
of the following words does the instructor usually use?

Women Mothers Wives

Combination of the above 'Rarely any,of the above

112
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'LECTURETTE 16

ASSERTIVE BEHAVIOR MATRIX

OBJECTIVES ,

To provide a model for assessing a course of action in
an interpersonal relationship,

o

To clarify the range of responses available to assertive
individuals

TIME

15 to 20 minutes

OUTLINE

'!,POWER

3

2

1

Assertive Behavior Matrix

COMMAND
3.1

- CONFER
3.2

COLLABORATE
3.3

ARBITRATE
2.1

BARGAIN
(NEGOTIATE)

2.2

ENTRUST
- 2.3

.

WITHDRAW
1.1

CONCEDE' 1.2
,

.

DEFER
1.3 _

.

1

113
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A . Assertive individuals must be aware of the possible responses
which- they can make in interpersonal relations. When deciding
upon an assertive response, they have to consider the dimen-
sions of power and trust. Power is the ability to compel another

'to action. It is central to the issue of equality. Irr an unequal
relationship', one party has more power than the other.. Trust
refers to the confidence one places in another person, the re-
spect one has for that person, and the reliance one has on that
person. 6

I
B. The power-trtist relationship is illustrated by the "Assertive

Behavior Matrix" on the preceding page. The power
dimension is designated by the vertical axis, and the trust
dimension by the horizontal axis. The responses listed on
the matrix represent the interaction of various degrees of
power and trust. For example, coordinate 1.1 (Withdraw)
shows a response involving minimal degrees of power and
trust, whereas coordinate 3.3 (Collaborate) indicates a
respOnse when the highest degrees of the two variables
exist:

C. Range of Responses
3 4.

1. I Withdraw

Situation: Low power, lbw trust
Definition: 3To disengage from a relationship or

situation
Example: be Smith has a dispute with his boss about

the use Of sick leave. The boss is adamant
about his, interpretation. -Since Toe doesn't
trust his-boss, he decides to, drop the issue.

1.-2 Concede

Situation: Low power, moderate trust.
Definition: To yield tb the decision of anothel
Example: Mary Toles, 'a' college sophomore, questions

her English professor about an item on a
test. Although she contends the item is
unfair,- she. acknowledges the professor's
rationale for its inclusion on the test.

114
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1.3 Defer

Situation:

Definition:

ExamPle:

.

Low p`ower, high trust
p

To permit the authority or expertise Of
another tp take precedence

1

i . .. .
Pat Mitchell is a childbirth educator who
wants to institute a new teaching technique
in her classes. When she approaches her
superior about the idea, the supervisor
explains the reasons it cannot be used.
Pat accepts the judgment of her supervisdr:

2.1 Arbitrte .

Situation:
3

Definition:

Example:

A

Moderate power, low trust
s .

To rely on a third party to settle a dispute

Harold hies and Beth' Morgan represent
different factiws,in the local PTA. They
have been appointed to co--c4air thp speakers'
commi,ttee, but find themselves at odds over
the Selection of the first speakers Since
neither respects the judgmeV of the other,
they call upon ,thy president of the P.T._A. to
resolve the matter.

;

-_,
2.2 Bargain (Negotiate)

)

Situation:
ll

Definition: To readh a compromise

/
____., ,

Moderate power, moderate trust -

Example: The arigsters, qi expectant' couple, do
no > s to ave any fetal heart monitoring .
The doctor expresses a' strong preference
for using the monitor, 'but is also sensitive
to her clients' rights. After considerable
discussion, the Sangsters and the doctor
agreeiro use the external fetal heart monitor
at-various interval,s duitg,the labor:

1

. $ . .

. .

,
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2. 3 - Entrust

Situation: Moderate power, high trust-
Definition: To consign decision .making to another
Example: Wilma and Lloyd Evans,are.trying to decide

upon a twenty-fifth anniversary gift for
their best friends, the Hogang`. It is
important to both that they select precisely,
the, right gift. Because she is pressed for
time in her business, WilMa tells Lloyd to
go ahead and lolly the gift withotit her. 7

3. liktnmand

Situation: :High power, low trust
pefinition: TO require another ;to abide by a decision
Example: Sally Fusco, a district sales manager for a

large corporation, is approached by Bob
Marshall, ..a new salesperson on the staff.
Marshall wishes td employ a sales technique
different from the one currently in use. .-
Fusbo explains the rationale for the presvnt
technique and orders Marshall to continue
using it.

t

3.2. Confer

'Situation: High power, moderate trust -

Definition: To consider another's ()anion when making
a decision

Example: Gladys Martin is about to purchase a new
automobile. More making a filial decision,
she consults with her three t4enage children

,

about their preferences.

116
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/3.3 Collaborate

01,

Sitiption: High power, high trust

Definition: To choose to work with another in
.`" decision making

Example: Melanie Neddam is teaching an assertiveness'
training _courselat a local college. At the first
class meeting; the sttidentd indicate a desire
to assume rescionsibilay forth course
content. Melanie decides to scrap her original
outline andswork with the students in developing
a.new curriculum.'

D. / Individuals who ha4voe% begun to practice assertiveness often
. disparage, responses which they think are not assertive.

For example, they may critibize.witharawal from an encounter
without realizing -that in some situations this is'. the most

' appropriate rdSponse... The failure to realize this is indicative
of a narrow, one-dimehsional conception of assertive behavior.
The "As`sertiv,e Betavior °Matrix" helps individuals gain a

. clearer understanding of the. many nuances of interpersonal
I relationships involving decision making. The assertive

individdal can use the mttrixtd determine and evaluate the
dmerous courses of action available.

.

SUGGESTIONS
4..

Use a visual to explain the matrix. Haveparticipants suggest
examples for each of.the c7ordinateS. Discuss possible
applications of the matrix.

TIN

-
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WARM-UPS

She success of a workshop depends upon the levels of
espect, trust, openness; and intimacy which a group

can establish. The purpose of a warm-up is to create
an atmosphere which encourages participants to be
responsive and interactive. The following warm-ups
facilitate this process.

119 a
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WARM-UP l' '
.. .

crETTING TO KNOW YOU

c.

c

,

, INTRODUCTION ---Nk\ A ,

Thisewarm-up is designed exclusively for the b'eginning' of a
woifkshop., It introduces participants, to one another.

- -,

*

a
6BJEC T/VES

. To introduce the participants to each Other

To lessen inhibitions by encouraging participants to approach-
one anothe'r

c

.
To have participants identify some of their personal
characteristics in writing ..

i To expose participants to.nOnverbar communication
.

..

TIME

15 to 30 minutes . . t

...

MATERIALS 9

Index Cards
Pencils
Tape

PROCEDURES

eeefeeeee.'

t

t

. ,

1. .Introduce this activity as a means for participants to get
to know ononce anothe4 better.,

. , .

2. Distribute the materials. Instruct each participant to writeDistribute
response on the card to the question, "How do you

perceive yourself?" Allow a few minutes to 'do this.

IP

I
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.' 5. . After partioipants have reed all the cards instruct them
to write on -their cards a respoilse to the quest "How
do others perceive you?"

6. InstrucX participants to place cards on-their chests, mill,
and read the cards. Talking is, permitted. .

_3. Tell them to tape the card.to their chest.

4. Direct participants to Move around the room. While they are
milling, they should read each Others' cards. Talking is
not permitted.

.

7. Lead a-discussion about participant& reactions to the,
exercise.

0

tt
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INTRODUCTION

WARM -UP 2 . .,.
VEST AND LEAST'

,
. ,.

women,

.,
This warm-up explores participants' attitude; ablut and
men:: It is a diagnostic tool which indicates the different views
of group members about sex roles. The .facilitators can refer
to the results of this warm-Up throughout the, entire workshop.

Y o

-

OBJECTIVES

To encourage participants to state their views

To determine the similarities or_diferences of opinion among/ -

group members 4

To develop a collection of participants' views of.4w4a, omen and men

:TIME

20 to 30 minutes

MATERIALS -

New print .

Ma ers
"Best anci Least Worksheet"
Pencils

Se,

PROCEDURES
, a

1. Distribute "Best and Least Worksheet."

2. Tell participants they have only'fiye-minutes to complete
the .worksheet; emphasize the need to work quickly. .

-

123
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3. Prepare four sheets of newsprint with the following headings:

Things I Like Best about Women
Thirigs I Like Best about Men
Things I Like Least about Wbmen

, Things I Like Least,aboufMen

4. When participants have completed t worksheet, have them
write their views on the appropriate sheet of newsprint.

5: . Have participants spend some time studying the lists.
.

6. Lead a dtscuission about the information generated on the
various sheets. Pose the following questions:

What differences and/or similarities do you see?
How do-you feel about the characteristics on the, lists?

Are they_ stereotypical?
Are they accurate?

7 VARIATION

If the group is mixed, distinguish the men's-responses from
the women's by using different colored markers or by
dixiiding the sheets into female/male columns.

124 0 ,)
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BEST AND 'LEAST WORKSHEET

Gt

THINGS I LIKE BEST ABOUT "'WRINGS I LIKE BEST ABOUT

WOMEN MEN

.

.

.

.

Ne

.

.

THINGS I LIKE LEAST ABOUT , THINGS I LIKE LEAST ABOUT'

WOMEN M

.

.

.

.
..$

a
. .

.

.
.t....

.
.

,
.

.

.
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INTRODUCTION

4

WARM-UP 3

I'M AN OBJECT

r

.
This warm -up works best with participants who already
know each other and don't need to be introduced.

OBJECTIVES
-,r

To relax participants at the opening of a session

To provide participants with the opportunity to express their
feelings

4,

.

ete

-. To enable participants' to understand one another better

TIME

10 to 15 minutes

MATERIALS

None

PROCEDURES

1. Seat participants in a circle. Stand in the middle of the
group and explain the purpose of the exercise.

./

..t. 2. Have participants relax and help them -focus op their feelings
at that moment.

'

3. Ask them to think of an object that represents those feelings.

126
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- 4. After a few minutes, name the object you have chosen to
represent your feelings and give a brief explanation for
your,-choice.

5. Move, from one participant to another, requiring each to re-
'spokid to the question "What object do you feel like?", or
to complete the statement "Right now I feel like..." Allow
each ;participant time toexplain her/his choice.

4

.c

VARIATIONS .

0

1. In step 3, ask participants to select a or that' represents
their feelings at that moment.

2. In step 3, ask participants to name a well-known member of
the opposite sex they admire or identify with. After par-
ticipants explain their selections, discuss questions such
as the following:

Who found it easier to make selections, the women
ortkie men?
Whai were the differences in the selections made by
the women and the men?
What conclusions can be drawn from the selections
made?

rr

r4
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WARM-UP 4

'ADJECTIVE GO-ROUND

INTRODUCTION

Thi§.. warm-up may be,sed an introductgry. activity early in
a w'rkshop. It helps facilitators determine the awareness,
enthusiasm, and attitudes of the participants. It also fosters
group interaction by requiring each person to state a
personally significant opinion about the opposite sex.

OBJECTIVES

To relax participants at the opening of a session

To provide participants with the opportunity to express their
feelings

To enable participants to Understand one another better

. To help facilitators diagnoqe the garoup

TIME

10 to 20 minutes

MATERIALS

Newsprint
Marker

PROCEDURES

I

2,

1. Have the group sit in a circle. Tape the newsprint to the
wall.

2. Ask the, participants to think of an adjective -which best
describes their opinion of the opposite sex.

128
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3., After mew minutes, state the adjective you have chosen
Ad write it on` the newsprint.

4. Move from one participant to another, asking them to state
the adjective they have Chosen. As each responds, write'
the adjective on the newsprint.

5. When all the adjectives have been recorded, explain
the reasons for your choice. Invite the participants to
share their reasons, if they so choose.

.6. Allow the participants to discuss their opinions, but.
discourage arguing.

)

ids
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WARM-6 5

GROUP PICTURE

INTRODUCtION

This warm-up is used as participants begin to fort, a group
identity. It helps them to charactefize the group and assists
in group evaluation.

OBJECTIVES

To portray visually participants' perceptions of the group

To foster group interaction

To help participants analyze the character of their group

TI/VIE

15 to 20 minutes

MATERIALS

A variety of markers arid /or crayons
NeWsprint

PROCEDURES

t

1. Place markers and newsprint on the floor or table in the
middle of tie ,grOup.

. .

2. Have particip.ants gather around the newsprint.

3. , Ask participants to draw a picture of themselves as a group. .

Indicate that there are no restrictions on what or how much
can be drawn. Instruct them to maintain silence during this
Dart of the warm -up. Set a time limit of ten minutes.

7
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. 1Vhen-the time is up, lead a 'discussion of what the group

pictrAndicates about the character of the group.

VARIATION

All directions are the same, except that women and men are
separated and.two pictures are developed. Discussion should
center around differences illustrated in the -two picture,.

t
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INTRODUCTION

!

WARM=UP

DRAW YOURSELF

4

Ns

This opening warm-up is useful in helping particip nts examine
-their self-perceptions. .

7

OBJECTIVES
./.

To relax participants at the beginning of a session
.. . .

To provide participnts with more information, about each other

To increase participant& awareness of their feelings about
themselves

TIME

15 to 20

-MATERIALS

A number of markers and/or crayons
Tape
Paper

PROCEDURES
a

1. Pass ouf tYie paper.

4.

2. Ask each participant to draw a picture representing her-/himself.
The picture may be symbolic or realistic. ,Ther.may use any or
all the markers or crayons.

3. When they are finished°, .direct participants to tape their
dra-W-ings to wall.

132
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4. Have them explain their drawings in detgil; Enc'Ourage
questions and discussion.

VARIATIONS

1. Collect drawings and show them one at a time. Have members
attempt to identify who did each one and why they think so..
Make sure participants,don't see each others' drawings before-
hand.

2. Separate-he drawings of womb and In' en and display them.
Look for similarities and diffetences.. Discuss the factors

,that alight. explain any differences.

1

I
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WARM-UP 7

THE TANGLE

I

INTRODUCTION

This warm-up is an excellent way to'enhance the relationships
of group, members who have already established a degree of
rapport. Although it may be used at the beiginqing of a workshop,
it is most effective in the middle or at 'the end.

f
OBJECTIVES

To lessen inhibitions by encouraging participjants to appro
and touch one another

To have participants work together to solve a problem
. ,

Teo promote, trust and intimacy among the participants

TIME

10Ao 15 minutes

MATERIALS

None

PROCEDURES

I

1. Instruct participants to stand shoulder-to-shoulder in a circle.

2. Tell them to stretch their arms out in front of them'and walk
toward the center of the circle.

3. Have each person grasp a hand of a participanf standing
adross from her/him. Tell them to do the same with the other
hand. Each participant is now holding a hand of two different
people.

4.1j Have the participants untangle without releasing their grips.

134
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Childbirth Education Association
of State College

STRUCTURED EXERCISES

Structured exercises are the core of any human, relations'
workshop. They actively involve participanls in the ,

learning process by guiding them through a predetermined
set of activities. The design of activities insures the
achievement of the content and process objectives of a
workshop.

1.

t
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STRUCTURED EXERCISE 1

BRAINSTORMING PROCESS

INTRODUCTION

Brainstorining helps a group to think creatively and freely about
a topic. First, the process reduces the participants' reluctance
to suggest ideas. Its solicits ideas as rapidly as possible and
prohibits 81ID mments regarding the value of those ideas. Second,
the process results in a full range of ideas concerning a topic. ,

Ideas generate other ideas. Even if one idea appears outlandish,
it may stimilate other mqre use ul suggestions. The following
exercise introduces participant to this process.

.,,
OBJECTIVES

To lieri5 pqticipants understand and use the techniqpe of
brainstorming

To provide *practice in brainstorming

TIME

10 to 15 minutes

9

MATERIAI
, .

Some common object such as a paper clip or-rubber band
Paper
Pencils ,

PROCEDURE,.

A.

1. Explain what brainstorming is and why ,it is a useful technique.
Emphasize that censoring is mit permitted- .

2. Appoint a participant to record responses.

137 135
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3. Hold up some common object suclas a paper p, pencil,

hair. pin, etc., and ask the group-to think of as many uses
' as possible for the object. Allow 30 seconds for this step.

4. , As participants make suggestions, have the recorder list
them. Do not permit discussion.

. -.

5. After the time is up, count the ideas. Note the,large
number of ideas suggested in the short amount of time
available.

;
6. Explain the value of thig process for -generating ideas.'

VARIATION Jr

Divide the participants into several small groups. Have the
groups compete with one another.
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STRUbTURED EXERCISE .2
-

BRAINSTORMING SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES

INTRODUCTION
- .

-The differences in the physiologies of women and men have
'contributed to society's perception of sex roles: To what
extent they have done so is the subject of great controversy.
The following exercise gives participants a chance to explore
the issue for, themselves. It requires participants to -theorize
about the possible social consequences resulting from specific
physiological differ,ences.

OBJECTIVES

To help participants clarify their thou is about the
consequences of female and male physiol gies

,TIME

30 to 40 minutes

MATERIALS

Newsprint
List of physiological characteristics of women and men

(se Lecturette 2, page 73)
Marker
Tape

PROCEDURES

O

1. If the gtoup is not experienced in the process of
brainstorming, do Structured Exercise 1.

2. Divide the participants into two groups. Giye the newsprint
containing the male,characteristics to one group and the
newsprint containing the female characteristics to the
other. Provide both groups with an additional blank sheet
of newsprint.

139 137
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3. Send each group to a different area of the room and have
. them post the list of characteristics in a conspicuous
place. Tell them to brainstorm the social consequences of
the physiological characteristics and record their ideas
on the blank sheet. Al ldw ten minutes for this step. \

41%

4. Bring both groups together and ask each to explain their
respective lists of ideas.

5. Lead a discussion keeping in mind questions such as:

Are the social 'consequences clearly a result of the
physiological characteristics or are they.a result of
cultural conditioning?
Which social conseqtiences inhibit equity?
Which social consequences can be changed?
Whicil social consequences should be changed?

. VARIATIONS
, . ,

1. Have the participants, brainstorm the physiological
differences before the beginning of the exercise.

...

t.._
2. Divide the groups according to sex. Have the men use the

list of female characteristics and the women use the list of
male characteristics.

t
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STRUCTURED EXERCISE 3

-SEX-ROLE INVENTORY
Q

INTRODUCTION

Contemporary culture defined numerous personality
characteristics as exclustvely female or exclusively male. As
a result, an individual's potentiajor growth is limited. This
exercise, combined with Lecturetth 3, "Androgyny," provides
participants with 4an oppculurifty to examine their own
personality characteristics in terms of sex-role stereOtypirfg.

OBJECTIVES

To have participants clarify aspects of their personalities

To help participants visualize their personalities in terms of
sex-role characteristics

To help participants understand the concept of androgyny

TIME

20 to 30 minutes

MATERIALS 1r

"Sex-Role Inventory Wor.ksheet"
"Sex-Role Inventory Graph"
"Sex-Role Inventory Graph" reproduced on newsprint or Chalkboard.

-Tape
Pencils

PROCEDURES
-

- 1. Pass out "Sex-Role Inventory" to participants and tell
them to follow directions on the paper.

ft
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2. Instruct them first to total the left hand column (odd numbers)
and-then the right hand column (eVen numbers). When they
arefinished, inform therh that the left hand column contains

ok, traits which are generally thought of as female characteristics
and the right hand .column contains traits generally thought
of as male characteristics. Indicate that they are going to
graph their scores.

3. Pass, out the "Sex-Role Inventory graph' to each participant.
Explain the following procedures for graphing their scores:,

a. Mark the point on th-e female characteristics line
.t corresponds to the score achieved in the left

and column.

. Draw a line straight u from this point.

c. Mairk the point on the ale characteristics line that
Corresponds to the score achieved in the right hand
column.

d, From this point draw a line straight across so that
it intersects the.other Ilne at a right angle.

w,. .

e. ^Mark th4 intersection point with an "X."

4. Ask participants to mark their instersection point on
the large "Sex-Role Inventory Graph" which previously
has been drawn an newsprint or chalkboard.

5. Using the graph, give the lecturette on androgyny and
lead a discussion on the concept of androgyny.

. .

4.0.6

6. Lead participants in a discussion of the results and
implications of their personal surveys.

o

VARIATION

Determine the men's average ,for male characteristics and
for female characteristics. Mark the intersection of these
two points on the large graph. Follow the same-prOcedure
for the women's scores. Continue steps 4, 5, and 6.
chide in step 6 a discussion of the differences and similar es
between the average scores of the women,and the men.

a.
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SEX-ROLE INVENTORY WORKSHEET

In

.

this inventbry,you will be presented with twenty personality, !

characteristics. You are to use those characteristics in order
to describe yourself. You are to indicate, on a scale from 1 to 7,
how true of you these various characteristics are. Please do not
leave any characteristic unmarked.

Example: Friendly.

Mark a 1 if it is never or almost never true that you are.
friendly.

Madre 2 1if it is usually not true that you are friendly.
Mark a 3 if it is sometimes but infrequently true that you

are fr,iendly.

Mark a 4 if-it is occasionally true that you are friendly.
Mark a 5 if it.is often true that you are-friendly.
'Mark a 6 if it is usually true that you are friendly.
Mark a 7 if it is always or almost always true that you are

friendly.

1. Gentle

3. Warm

5. Expresses Emotions

7. Peacemaker

9. Affectionate

11. Understanding

13. Compassionate

15. Sensitive

17. NUrturant-

. 19. Cooperative

A

2. Individualistjc

4. Competitive

6. Self-Reliant

8. Defends

10. Independleit

12. Assertive'

14. Analytical

16. Takes Charge

18. Athletic

20. Influential

143
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STRUCTURED EXERCISE 4

THE CASE OF J. T. WILLIAMS.

INTRODUCTION

A clear indication of the status of women 'and nen is the different
advice each receives in similar circumstances. .Because women
and men are viewed as having different priorities, separate sets
of expectations are assigned to them, even when the expectations
are inapprOpriate. The inappropriate expectations often distort
the responses given to the different sexes. The following exercise
demonstrates how attitudes about sex rolei,,influencq the Type of
advice given to individuals. This exercise works best as an intro
duction to the status of women and men in contemporary society.

0

OBJECTIVES'
-

4.

To stigw how sex-role perceptions influence attitudes and
judgthents

N To stimulate discussion of the responsibilities involved in
marriage . .
To raise questions about the 'status of-women and men in
contemporary society

TIME

20k to 30 minutes

MATERIALS

ti

4

Three sets of worksheets: "Case of J. T. , " "Case of
Joan T. Williams," and "Case of John, T. Williams" (the worksheets
are identical except for the first name at the top)
Pencils

PROCEDURES

Diing'the 'group into three sections.

0
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2. Distribute the worksheets. One group will receive "The
Case of J. T. Williams," one, will get, "The Case of Joan T.
Williams," and the third will receive "The Case of John'T.
Williams." . ,

3. Instruct the participants to read the case and, discuss the
suggested questions with the members, of their section.
Tell the group to reach a consensus on each question.
Tell each, section,,t6 appoint an individual to record .the
group's. answers..

4. Once the answers have been recorded, bring the entire group
together and explain the difference§ in the-three cases.

5. Have the individual who recorcd each group's answers
present its responses..

i/

6. Direct a discussion of tile responses of each group, The
following questions could. be considered:

A^

a Were there any differences in the responses?

Would the groups' responses have been different if
they had been given a sheet With a different name?
Why or why not?

04' Why or why not?

O

.What conclusions can be drawn from the exercise con
cerning thd status of women and 110n in contemporary
society?

. z
Ilt4ARIATIONS °

'A. Give all sections the "Cases of J. T. Williams,!' but separate
the grouas, according to .sex. Other procedures remain. ,

the same except for step 6. In tlfis case; the first quest.pn
-should be: Did you identify Z. T: Williams as a woman or

Why? ,

t - .

2. Separate sec ns according ti) sex and give The Case of
Joan T. William " to t,ife rhalg group d "The Case of 'John
T. Williams" to the female-cgroup.. Ot -r procedures remain

4 the'same.) . ,

.

hug

3
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THE CASE et WILLIAMS WORKSHEET

(Fill in T.,e Joan,' or John

A close friend of yours, Williams is 29 years old, married,
and has 'a six-yeacr-old child. Williams, who works as a manager
for a large industrial organizetion, was recently offered a pro-

f motion requiring relocation to a-metwolitan area 1,000-miles away.
The company gave Williams, a week to decide to accept or reject
the offer.

/During that week, Williams tried to -.8onsider the pro's and cod's of , /
the new position, On the positive side,e'fhe lob would mean a -/

substantial increase in salary, excellent career opportunities,
and relocation in a 'city which is an attractive area. On the
negative side, Williams; spouse is also well situated in ajob and
does not want to move.

Williams has phoned you explained the problem, and asked for
your 'advice. Your are sure that your opinion would be weighed
against the equally Valued opinions of others... Because Williams
valj/es your advice, you want to help as much as possible.

What advice would you give Williains?
t7

What reasons would you offer to support your opinions?

9
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STRUCTURED EXERCISE. 5

ATTENDING BEHAVIOR: TALKING WITHOUT LOOKING

-%
.. .

If

t

2 ;

t

,

r

INTRODUCTION
.

In order to communicate effectively, individuals must be
of what they are stying'and how they are saying it. T i
need to develop sepsitivity to the 'nonverbal cues as well a
the verbal messages others are sending: Tills exercise will
heighten participants' alvareness of the non r bal aspects

1of the communication process.

IOBJECTIVES
. 1 2

To help participants become aware of nonverbal communication
i

7 -

To help understand how nonverbal cues affect the total
Communication process

' ° 'cz=;1,,,''

', TIME

. 15 to 20 minutes

,

- .
.

MATERIALS -
None

S

PROCEDURES

.2

.

,,

- /0 .

1. 'Divide the,group into pairs.
. #

3.

- *.

2. Instruct each hair to Carry on a conversation about 'any topic.
Allow two minutes. 1

i

>

i.
...,.

3. Interrupt the conversations, and' explain to the participants0

that they should now continue .the conversatioriwittl
their eyes-closed. There, is lisually some reluctance or
hesitancy at this point. Emphasize that eyes should be
closed during this stage of exercise..

F
.

8

I

1
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4: Durpg 'the eyes-closed 'stage, observe a changes in
the behavior of participants. Note these for use in the

-discussion to follow.

After two Rinues, tell the group to stop. S
6. . Lead a discussion of the following question: In what

ways was your conversation different when 9bur eyes were
closed? If necessary, mention the behavior observed in
step 4.

VARIATION.

In step 3, require .partitipants to continue the conversation
without making any gestures or facial expressions. Have the
participants discuss "how this affected the process of
communication.

3

I
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STRUCTURED EXERCISE 6

TUNING IN: MODIFIED BRAINSTORMING
. 4

INTRODUCTION
t

This exercise is designed for -Ilse with the preceding one,
Structured Exercise 5, "Tensing without Looking." In that
exercise, participants were to become aware of nonverbal cues.
The next step' in understanding nonverbal aspects of communica-
tion is to identify and classify these cues. By using a modified
form of brainstorming, the group-will be able to generate and
organize a comprehensive list of nonverbal behaviors.

OBJECTIVES

To have participants identify nonverbal behaviors involed in
. communication

/ Toihelp participants categorize nonverbal cues

TIME

10 to 15 minutes

MATERIALS

Newsprint
Marker

PROCEDURES

1. Point out the nee. d to .be aware of nonverbal conimunication.

2. Ask participants to develop a Comprehensive list of nonverbal
behaviors people use when communicating. Write their
suggestions on the newsprint.

J.
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. Encourage comment and discussion about the various items
on -the list. Help pgrticipanttinterpret the significance'
of the various behavthrs. '

4.,, Stimmarize the discussion by helping participants classify
items on their list. Suggest possible categories; such as
gestures, postures, and facial expressions.

4'
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STRUCTURED EXERCISE 7
-

ACTIVE LISTENING TRIADS'

INTRODUCTION

This exercise increases participants' awareness of the listener's
role in the communication process. Active listening inVol-Vg8 --
the skills of restating a.communication, identifying the feeling
as'sociated with the communication, and clarifying that feeling'
by determining its cause. The following exercise provides good
introductory practice.

OBJECTIVE4

To develop participants' skills, in actkte listening

To increase participants' awareness of the communication process

TIME

.30 to 45 minutes

MATERIALS

None

PROCEDURES

Oir

1. Assign participants totriadi. Instruct each triad to assign
one person to each of .the following roles: speaker, listener,
observer. .

2. Have the individuals assuming the role of speaker relate a
recent bothersome experience. Tell the listeners to restate
the experience in their own words. Instruct the Observer
to comment on the accuracy of the restatement.

000
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3. Rotate xoles,untileach participant has acted in all three.

4. Have the original speakers again relate the bothersome-
incident. Tell the listeners fo identify4he feeling associated
with the speaker's statements. Instruct the observers to
comment on the accuracy of the identification.

175`

5. Rotate roles until each participant has acted in all three.

1 4

6. Have the original;speakers relate.tbothgrsome experience
for the third time. Tell the listeners to indicate the cause
of the stated feeling-. This could take the following form:
"You feel because ." Instruct the
observers to comment on how accurately' the listener
determined the cause of the feeling.

7. Rotate xoles until each participant has acted in all three.

8. 'Ile-assemble the entire group. Lead a discussion of what
occurred in the triads.

9. Summarize the process .of active listening.

VARIATION

S 4
Do not divide the group into triads. Ask one person to make a
statem'ent'and have another briefly paraphrase it Discuss each
exchange and then-continue on until every participant has a
thin with each role. DO this as many times as necessary.

:17
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INTRODUCTION

STRUCTURED EXERCISE 8

GUIDED FANTASY

Human interaction laborato s provide paiticipants the opportunity
to pxperiment with new feelings, perceptiols, and behaviors. This
exercise requires participants to react to a, hypothetical society in
which the roles of womei and men are reversed. Through pis
process of reversal, the participants gain insight into the way sex
roles are patterned in contemporary society.

OBJECTIVES

To help participants focus on the issues of sex-role-stereotyping°

To have partibipants fantasize a reversal of sex roles

To solicit participants' reactions to a radical restructuring 'of
contemporary sex roles .

TIME

. 20 to 30 minutes

MATERIALS

A copy of "WomanWhich Includes Man, Of Course"

PROCEDURES

1. Guide the group through Structured Exercise'9, "EXploring
Feelings through Relaxation."

Instrtict participants that they are about to, listen to a brief
reading. Ask them to remain in their relaxed state Mr the
entire narrative.

164 -
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3. Begin reading the passage slowly and observe the participants'
reactions carefully.

4. At the end of the reading, ask participants to reflect upon
flitir feelings.

- .

5. Gradually bring 1m participants out= of thistrelaxed state;
have them then do the following:

Share their reactio-fisk,to the reading.
Describe their feelings about the reversal of sex roles.

.

Compare the reading's portrayal of sex roles with
reality. Evaluate the two views.

O
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'WOMAN--WHICH INCLUDES MAN,, OF COURSE * .

An Experience in Awareness

by

Theodora Wells

/""There is much concern today about'the future of ma , which
means, of course, both nien and women--generic Man. or a woman
to take exception to this use of the.tertik "man" is often seen as
defensive hair-splitting by an "emotional female." .

The following experience is an invitiation to awareness in
which you are asked to feel into, and stay with, -your feelings
through each step, letting them absorb you. If you start intellec-
tualizing, try to turn it down and let your feelings again surface
to yout awareness.

Consider reversing the generic term Man. .Think of the future
of Woman which, of course, includes both women and men. Feel
into that, sense its meaning to you--as a woman - -as a man.

Think of it always being that way, every day of your life.
Feel the everpresence of woman and feel the nonpresence of-man.
Absorb what it tells Irou about the importance aid value'of being
woman -of being man.

Recall that everything you have ever read all your life uses
only female.pronounsshe, her--meaning both girls and boys,
both-women and men. Recall that most of the voices on radio and
most of the faces on TV are women's -when important events are
covered--on commercials- -and on the late talk shows. Recall that
you have no male senator representing you in Washingtbn.

Feel into the fact that women are the leaders, the power-
.centers, the prime-movers. Man, whose natural role is husband
And father, fulfills himself through nurturing children and making
the home a refuge for woman. This is only natural to balance the
biological role of woman who devotes her entire body to the race'
during pregnancy.

*Copygight° @ Theodora Wells, 1970, 1972. All rights reserved.
Used with permission. Wells Associates, P.O. Box 3392,
Beverly Hills, CA 90212.
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Then feel further into the obvious biological explanation for
woman as the idealher genital construction. By design, female
genitals are compact and internal, protected by.her body. Male
genitals are so exposed that he must be protected from outside
attack to, assure the perpetuation of the race. His vulnerability
Clearly requires sheltering.

Thus, by nature, males are more passive than females, and
have a desire in sexual relations to be symbolically engulfed by the
protective body of the woman.' Males psychologically yearn for
this protection, fully realizing their masculinity at this time-- feeling

'' exposed and vulnerable at other times. The male is not fully adult
until he has overcome his infantile tendency to penis orgasm and
has achieved the mature surrender of the testicle orgasm. He then
feels himself a "whole man" when engulfed Py tie womtn.

If the male denies these feelings, he is unconsciously rejecting
his masculinity. Therapy is thus indicated to help him adjust to
his sown nature. Of course, therapy is administered by a woman,
who has the education and wisdom to facilitate, openness leading to
the male's growth and self-actualization.

To help him feel into .his defensive emotionality, he is invited
to get in touch with the "child" in him. He remembers his sister's
jeering at his primitive genitals that "flop around foolishly." She
can run, climb and ride horseback unencumbered. Obviously,
since she is free to move, she is encouraged to develop her body
and mind in preparation for her active 'responsibilities of adult
womanhood. The male vulnerability needs female protection, so
he is taught the less active

' caring, virtues of homemaking.

Because of his clitoris-envy, he learns to strap up his genitals,
and learns to feel ashamed and unclean because of his nocturnal
emissions. Instead, he is encouraged to keep his body lean and
dream of getting married, waiting for the time of his fulfillment-
when "his woman" 411,es him a girl-child to carry on the family
name. He knows that if it is a boy-child he has failed somehow--
but they can try again.

In getting to your feelings on being a woman--on being a man-
stay with the sensing you° are now experiencing. As the words
begin to surface, say what you feel from inside you.

a
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STRUCTURED EXERCISE 9

EXPLORING FEELINGS THROUGH RELAXATION

INTRODUCTION

Often in human relations workshops, it helps to have participants
take part in a relaxation exercise. Such an exercise serves many
functions. First, it relieves the tension and anxiety which exist
in a group by requiring participants to pause and reflect. Second,
approaching a topic through relaxation helps individuals react to
sensitive issues in an uninhibited manner. Since they do not have
to verbalize any response, participants are free to explore the full
range of their feelings about a particular topic. Finally, relaxation
prepares participants to undertake new activities: For example,
when they are asked to assume a new role, relaxation facilitates
the process of identifying with that role.

OBJECTIVES,

To help participants relax

To enhance the concentration of participants on a topic

To enable participants to explore their feelings in a
nonthreatening way

TIME

10 to 15 minutes .

MATERIALS

A copy of "Exploring Feelings 'through Relaxation"

PROCEDURES

1. Explain the purpose of the relaxation.

158
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2: Begin reading "Exploring Feelings through Relaxation."
Read it deliberately; this sets a calm and thoughtful,mood.
(Be sure to practice the reading several times before using

3. After the reading is completed, one of the following, alternatives
Ks apprppriate: y.

Begin the next activity.

N'

Share insights gained through the relaxation.
Discuss the process of relaxation.

159
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EXPLORING' FEELINGS THROUGH RELAXATION

s.

Assume a relaxed position in your chair or on the floor. Try
to minimize strain or tension in your muscles.

.(Pause one minute)

You should be completely comfortable now. Close y6ur eyes
for deeper concentration. Take a deep breath until your
abdomen rises gently. Expel the breath very slowly through
your rfrOuth Continue to 'breathe slowly in this way.
Concentratelisten to the sound'of your breathing and feel
the movement caused by Your breathing. With each breath,
relax More and more.

(Pause one minute)

,

Co der the rest of your body'. Pay attention to particular
parts as'I mention =them.

r-

Wiggle

\L

your4toes and twist your ankles.
o

(Pause ''five seconds)

Feel thb movement and them relax.
0 0

Straighten your knees and move your legs together to touch
each other.

(Pause five seconds)
ConcentTaton the tightnesb and then relax.

Tighten your abdomen, your buttocks, and your groin
(Pause five seconds)

. Feel them. tighten and then relax.

Breathe in and hold it. As you hold your breath, be aware
a of your chest, back, shoulders, and neck,

(Pause twenty seconds)
Expel the'air and feel the. sensations of relaxation.
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Touch your chin to your chest.
(Pause fifteen seconds).

Return your head to its normal position and feel the release of
tension in your neck, the back of yout`head, and -y.our shoulders.

/

Tighten your lips in of kiss; close your eyes and,iighten your.
brows into a strong squint.

(
(Pauseten seconds)

Let your face relax once again. Feel the sensations.

q

ConCentrate lion the part of your body that was most difficult to
relax. Try to eliminate all the tension in that area.

(Pause ten seconds)
Feel and enjoy the relaxation all over your body. ..

.....

(Pause one minute)

di

6.

/

Travel with your mind to the part of your body where you experience
feelings the most. Remain there for a short/while and look deeper
into how you feel at the moment. Consider these questions: "How
aun I now?" and '!HOw do I feel?" Think about your feelings.

I
(Pause thirty seconds)

a w

Explore the do?ninant feeling yob are now experiencing and consider
the cause of it. Look at the entire.situation"the place, the people,
you. Stay in that'feeling and examine it thoroughly.

-

(Pause one minute)

If the feeling is changing and a new one surfacing, consider the
new feeling. Or, take this minute of relaxation to use in any
way you like.

1

(Pause one minute)

161 ,
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, STRUCTURED EXERCISE 10

FAMILY LIVING TASKS

INTRODUCTION
.0

In. a workshop dealing with the issue of sek-role stereotyping,
it is necessary toe look at those factors which influence a child's
perception of _sex i'otes. The modeling which parents do through
the assignment and performance of family living tasks is crucial
to the, development 'of their children's attitudes. A couple
striving to model equity must consider jointly the roles and
responsibilities they assume in their home life.

Many of the jobs listed On the "Family Living Worksheet" which
were formerly assigned e lusively to the female or male are now
being redefined by women and men who live with each other. This
exercise itemizes a umber of tasks which need to be performed
on a regular basis an requires participants to reexamine .and
renegotiate those tasks.

OBJECTIVES

Vst

To have'participants assess what percentage of family.living
tasks each,person performs, in the home

To have participants evaluate the fairness of their present
living arrangements

To help participants analyze female/male communication styles
during the process of negotiation

a

TIME

30 to 40 minutes
°

MATERIALS

A "Family Living Worksheet" for each participant'

A 160162
Y
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PROCEDURES

1. A week in advance, distribute two 6Fa'(nily Living Worksheets"
to participants and instruct them to follow the directions.

2. When the group reassembles to complete the exercise, lead
a 'discussion of the questions that were to b_e considered.

VARIATIONS

1. In groups composed of married couples, have spouses
complete the worksheet during the session. Allow° an addi-
tional 30 minutes..

2. Divide the participants according to sex and give one
"Family Living Worksheet" to each group. Have each group
collectively complete the sheet. Tell them to choake a person
to negotiate an agreenVnt with the other groups. "Permit
caucusing at any time,

9

F
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FAMILY LIVING WORKSHEET

1. The "Family 'Living-Worksheet" contains 33 tasks separated
into seven categories. Beside each task there are two
scales which show a percentage continuumfrom 0 to 140
percent. Read each item arid mark the percentage of
time you spend on that task; do this in the column
entitled "Self-Assessment." For example, the first task
is "Meal Preparation." If you do 75 percent of the meal
preparation, then mark that point on the line which,
signifies 75 percent.

2. Have the adult with whom you live do the same proced
Be sure each of you does .this part of the exercise
separately. If you live alone, ask a friend to do the. xercise
with you.

3. When each of? you has completeththe aboye step, compare
your lists-. Renegotiate the tasks in a way which is both

realistic and mutually agreeable. In the column entitled
"Two-Party Negotiation," 'mark the percentage agreed upon.
For instance, if you agree that it is realistic and practical
for the meal preparation to be shared evehily en mark
the point signifying 50 perce 'ht.

(

4. Bring both peets to the workShop and be prepared to
discuss the folloAing questions. ,

Wh'at were the differVncevand similarities in the o

"Self-Assessrhent" column's? k

Were both parties satisfied with the present arrangement
from the point of equity and practicality? 'Why or why
not?
How were any items altered in the negotiation?
What did the negotiations reveal about present
living arrangements?
Was one perscin more. willing to compromise thaii the
cithe-fr W-e-re tr-ade-offs made?,
How were disagreement's resolved?,
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FAMILY LIVING WORKSHEET

4.

FOOD

Meal preparation

Grocery shopping

Dish washing

MAINTENANCE & CLEANING

Dusting & Vacuuming

Scrubbing floOrs, toilets

Shoyeling snow, cutting grass

Clothes washing

Window washing

SPECIAL MAINTENANCE

- Repairing plumbing

Painting,., allpapering

Redecorating

TWO-PARTY
SELF-ASSESSMENT .NEGOTIATION

0 25 50 75 100 b 25 50 75 *10(i

110 ma

qr:

AUTOMOBILE MAINTENANCE
IL

'P

-Arming for repair

Washing automobile

Performing simple maintenance

1 63 :*
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ADMINISTRATIVE

Handling bills

Keeping checkbook

Planning recreation
& vacation

Making major purclaAges

Saving & Investing

'LIFE PLANNING/STYLE

Who will have career

Who will go 10 school

Who will make job

change. decision

A

CHILD CARE'

Fe ting

Diapering

Nighttime comforting'

DisciPINing

)

Playing /Entertaining'

Hathing,

Listening/Counseling

Repairing brpken toys.*
Jab

Arranging for child care.

Toilet training

Teaching hobbieS & eames

TWO-PARTY
NEGOTIATION

100 0 25 50 75 100

41i

1

.

sL
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STRUCTURED EXERCISE 11.

AN INQUIRY

INTRODUCTION

This exercise gives participants an opportunity to discover,
first hand, the-hidden messages influencing children's attitudes

jnd beliefs. Participants will investigate the messages found in
the relationships, the activities, and the media to which children
are exposed.

OBJECTIVES

To show the p-ervash're..hature of sex-role stereotyping

To help participants understand how sexist messages are
conveyed o'

To develop skills in interpreting stereotypical messages

TIME

20 to 30 minutes .

MATERIALS

A copy of "An Inquiry" for each participant

PROCEDURES

1. A week or twp prior to, the scheduled workshop, distribute
the copies of "An Inquiry" and ask each participant to do
one of the assignments. -

2: When the participants meet for :the workshop, ask them to
report the findings from their recorded logs.

3. Discuss the significance and implications of, these findings-.

(
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AN INQUIRY

Children between the ages of three and four have clearly defined
.ideas of how girls and boys, 'women and men, are expected to
behave. This sex-role awareness is taught in many covert ways.
The goaliof the following exercise is to help you uncover the
hidden messages which children receive about sex roles. By
selecting and exploring one of the areas listed below, you will
discover some of the subtle messages which influence the attitudes
and beliefs of children. Please choose. one of the topics below to
investigate.

As you. research the topic, keep two questions in mind: (1) What
is the intended message? and (2.) Moat is the hidden message? For
example, a popular television commerciarshow's two young girls
playingnppily with a doll. The intended message is that kids
have fun playing with the dollzond therefore it should be purchased.
The hidden message is that girls, not-boys, are the primary.
nurturers.

1. Study the messages communicated in children's literature.

You may wish to use the children's books and magazines
available to you; visit a local schpol or public library, or. go
to a local bookstore. Comparethe heroines, and heroes, the, '
villains, and the victims. What perCentage of each is female and

'what percentagis male? What is intended in the theme Of the story?
What else does the story. teach? If possible, bring the books
or magazines to the workshop.,

2.. Discover the attitudes and beliefs of children.

-Interview a number of children. Ask thdm questipns such as:
What are you going to be when yob grow up? What.do mothos
do? What do fathers do? How should girls act? How do girls
act? How should boys act? How do boys act?

3. Keep'a television log.

When watching television, keep a written record of commercials
*al'hd 'programs. Note the products advertised or the theme
of the program. What is the intended audience? Wrrat.types
of roles are people portraying? What messages are being put
across by the commercial or program? Make a special effort
to do this.during children's viewing hours.
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4. Make a list-of newspapeiTh-vd magazine advertisements.
.

Note the products and bring the adveltisements to the session,
if posSible. Who is the intended audience? What types of roles

.are portrayed by the models?. What messages are being put
across? Make -a special effort to.lisi products aimed at
children.

5. Do research on children's'to'ys.
.

Examine the toy collection of children with whom you come
into contact: List the types of toys in a girl's collectiOn
and compare them to those of a-boy's collection. Visit a
local toy store examine a catalog which lists several toys.,
What messages are communicated by the packages? Who.is
supposed to play with the toy

6. Observe children at play.

What types' of games do `girls' play? What do boys play?
Which games encourage activity? Which games encourage
creativity? Which games encourage teamwork? Which games
encourage competition? IS the social 'conditioning different
for girls than for boys?

7. Keep a record of sexi'st incidents.

Obser e women and men at work or in your classes. Do the
same ritten and unwritten rules' apply to both women and
me Do women act the same way toward each other as.'to-
ward .men? Do men act the same way toward each other as
toward women? What roles are assumed by women? What
roles do men assume?

8. Keep a log of a dult attitudes and beliefs.

Ask your clients or students about issues such as the Equal
Rights Amendment, feminism., and` female/male relations.
Who is quicker to voile an opinion, *omen or men? Is one
sex more comfOrtable than the other with the changes in
sex roleS? Who is. more ,definitive in her/his opinions?
Which sex is more assef-tive in its opinions?
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STRUCTURED EXERCISE 12

FISHBOWL
...

f,/

INTRODUCTION,

This exercise fulfills a dual function. From a content perspective;
it allows participants to explore practical issuep related- to 'nonsexist
child rearing. As part of the exercise, partiapants are required to
respond to -situations where their ideas about sex roles will-in-
fluence judgment. Participants 1h examine the respones for
stereotypical patterns. Such an examination encourages equity in
chip care. °

From a procesS' perspective, the exercise should help participants
develop skills in observing and analyzing the way individuals com-
municate. This provides participants with information Which can

mhelp the alter their behavior and improve communication styles.

OBJECTIVES

To help participants examine how attitudes about sex roles
influence° child rearing

To improVe.skills in the observation and analysisof the way
people communicate

.TIME

30 to 40 minutes

MATERIALS

"Fishbowl Observation Woricsheeti;
Pencils

1

e-r-,"

PROCEDURES

1. Divide the group into pairs. Explain that this exercise
requires one member of the pair to observe the way the
other member communicates in a group discussion.

170
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2. Instruct the pairs to decide which partner will be the observer
and which one will participate in the discussion.

3. Give each pair a "Fishbowl Observation Worksheet." Allow
them five minutes to read and follow the directions.

4. Have the individuals who are to rsarticipat; in the discussion
form a circle. Tell the observers to sit outside the circle in
a position across from their partners.

5. Assign one of the following topics to the discussion group:

Topic 1: My four-year-old daughter frequently comes running
home in tears because she has been hit by one of her friends.
I have taught her that it is not right to hit others, but now
they are making life miserable for her. What should I do?'

Topic 2: My tent year -old daughter seems to engage in an
excessive amount of boyish activity and I am concerned
about her becoming overly masculine. What shall I do?

3: My sixteen-year-old daughter has told me she is
having sexual relations.with her boyfriend. She has asked
me for My feelings about this. What. can I tell her?

'6. After approximately 10 to 15 minutes, stop the discussion
and instruct partners to pair up again. Tell the observers to
share with their partners the observations they have recorded.
Allow enough time for a thorough discussion.

*(Th

7. Reconvene the entire group. Have the participants tell what
they learned about how they communicate. Ask them to
evaluate the effectiveness of their individual styles.

8. Discuss .the issues raised in the "Fishbowl." Have them
consider what, effect the sex of the child h41 on the types
of responses that were'offered". Would the responses have
been'different if 'the sex of the child were different?

171
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VARIATIONS'

1. After ste , haye partners reverse roles. Assign the same
topic fo the fishbowl discussion, but change '`the sex of the

....._--*- child involved. Repeat steps 3 to 6 and conclude with steps
7 and 8. This requires an additional 20'to 30 minutes.

i

2. Where appropriate, use a personal experience of one of the
, participants for the fishbowl topic. All other steps

the same. i

4

S' /
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FISH BOWL. OBSERVATION WORKSHEET

Name of Observer

Name of Person Being Observed

Directions: Below are twenty possible items helpful in observing ac
communications. They are divided into three areas. Look them
over with your partner and have the person being observed choose
one item from each area. List the three items in the spaces
provided on the reverse side of this sheet.
The observer's task in this exercise is to provide feedbacktabout
the chosen items to the person being obsetire. The observer -
should record these observations in as m detail as possible,
providing specific examples.

Area A: Attending_Behavior,

1. What type of eye contact do I have?r*
2. What body postures do I assume?
3. What is my voice tone like?
4. What hand and head gestures do I use?
5. What facial expressions do I make?

Area B: Active Listening

1. Do my responses appear empathic?
2. In what ways do my responses indicate respect for others'

opinions and feelings?
3. Do I appear to be genuine?
4; Do I indicate that I've heard a person by restating what

they have said?
5. Do I try to identify the feelings expressed by others in the

group?.
6. Do I help-sdarify others' feelings by determining their cause?
7. When responding to others, do I go off on tangents?
8. Do I interrogate others rather than ask appropriate quegtions?
9. Do I offef advide prematurely?'

Area C: General Cgmmunication Skills

1. How often 'do I interrupt others?,
2. Do I talk in generalities or deal in specifics?
3. Do I describe or evaluate others' behavior?
h. Do I give in too quickly when others disagree with me?
5. Do I appear to. be overly stubborn in my views ?
6. Do I attempt to bring others into the discussion?

f
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Area A: Attending Behavior Number

Observations:

Area B: Active Listening Number

Observations:

Arta C: General Communication Skills Number

Observations':

%.

I74
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STRUCTURED EXERCISE 13.

,LIVING CONTINUUM

INTRODUCTION

1

The following exercise helps. participants clarify and understand
their attitudes and beliefs about sex rotes. It does this by
providing an atmosphere in which participants can take stands on
a wide range of controversial issues without having to defend
them verbally. It also provides participants an opportunity to
compare their views 'with those held by others. As a result of
this process, they should gain a better understanding of their
values.

OBJECTIVES

WO

To provide a way for participantto identify and clarify their
values on a large number of sex-role issues

.

To enable participants to appreciate the values of others

TIME

10 to 15 minutes

MATERIALS
. . ,

Two sheets of paper, one with a plus sign anti the other. with
a minus on it' 4

Att
PROCEDURES

Place the sheet with the plus sign at one end of the room
and the sheet with the minus sign at the other.end. Have
the participants imagine'a continuum running between the
two points. The plus side represents a highly favpraPle
attitude., the minus sign a highly unfavorable attitude, and
the middle a neutral attitude.

a
A

a
P
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2. Instrudt participants to stand in the neutral area. 'Call
out one of the items from the suggested list, page 177.

,

3. Tell particiPants, to move to_a,.point on the coftl.nuum that
represents their feelings or attitudes about that particular
item. Allow them time to se whey& they stand relation
to, others in the group.

0

4. Call out other items following tire. same procedures. Continue
until` participants have had a chance to take stands on a
number of topics.

5.: End the exercise with step 4, or ,cad a discussion keeping the
following questions in mind:-

4 , . 9

Did yo have diffitulty taking a stand on any
partic lar issue? Why? 9

-Were og surprised by the stan4itaken by 'any
clfthe participants? I .

Did any patterns emerge? Did ttie same People consistently
tend to line up together?-

.

VARTATIONS
.-

1. After partfcipants have taken a stand on each. iteni, encourage.

comments. Otherwise, follow procedures as listed.

0

After calling out foUr, or five items,..abnbounce to participants.-
that they also" should out' issues which .concern theM.

.13

.
, t

3.. Prepare for each parti pant a,slieetcontaining the iSguea
to bet stated (see "Li !pg Continuurti Graph," page '17g) .
As participant's mov- to Roints on th@ continuum, hav-b3hem
also mai( the posit n on. their greet., Atthe pnd of the
exercise, have the connect the points they; hive "marked.
DiSplay the she and discu,iss the different patterni.

' tit
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VALUES CONTINUUM

Suggested List of Items",

0

Qareei- Women

Male Homosexuality

tFemale HOmosexualfty

Large Families

Single'arents by Choice

Equal-Rights Amendment,

Contraception

Abortion
,

Girls,,in Contact Sports

Male Superiority ,-.

Adolescent Parents

Bottle-Feeding

Premarital Sex

It

Cohabitation without M4kiage

Spanking Children

Vasectomies

'Women Supervisors
a.

Adoption

Birth Control Pills for ,Wom,en

Birth Control Pills for Men

4

0

Capital Punishment

,
O - .).

a

4

Female President of the United States

Equal Martiage

0
177 17i
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LIVING CONTINUUM GRAPH

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

(
4 V

4 '

EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT

. '

t

SPANKING CHILDREN

s

BIRTH CONTROL PILLS FOR WOMEN

BIRTH CONTROL PILLS FOR MEN

4.

WOMEN SUPERVISORS

4

LSIN QNTAC SPORTS
Nhowors.

LARGE t'AMILIES

178 1 6:
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STRUCTURED EXERCISE 14

STEREOTYPING'AND CHILD REARING:. AN AWARENESS ACTIVITY

INTRODUCTIQN
e

The effects of sec-role stereotyping compound the difficulties of ,
raising children. The way parents define sex roles frequently -

distorts the percepti6ris they, have of their children's behavior.'
This exercise helps participants obtain a clearer view of.what
they believe to be appfopriate behaviors for daughters and sons.

OBJECTIVES

To beCome aware of the influence of sex-role stereotyping on
child rearing

To have participants clarify which behaviors they feel are
appropriate for girls and for boys

TIME

20 to; 3O minutes

ti
MATERIALS

"Stereotyping and Child Rearing Worksheet"
Pencils
Newsprint
Markers

PROCEDURES

1. - Pass out the worksheet. Assign the women to one group
and the men to another.

2. Ask the women to list on newsprint activities for girls of
a specific age group, e.g., 3 to 7 or 10 to 13. Ask the
then to do,-the same for.boys of the same age group.

'3. Zell the groups 'to exchange lists and add any activities.,
they believe should -be present.

179



4. Have the entire group eliminate any activity which they
believe is not typical for children of a particular sex.

5, Explain the directions found on theworksheet and have
them complete it.

6. Lead a discussion about the activities listed by both"
groups, and the ranking of responses. Concentrate on
participants' reasons for. their 'rankings.

. 0

VARIATION

Compile a class average of the rankings for girls and those
for boys: Compare the differences and/or similarities and
draw some conclusions about the results.

rt
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STEREOTYPING AND CHILD-REARING. WORKSHEET

,

'0
4:-

;

I.

....4.....

You have just generated two lists of activities, one typical
of girls and the other typiCal of boys. Please rank from
1 to 5 your responses to these activities; 1 indicates the
most agreement and 5 indicates the least agreement.-

,

FOR A D'AsUGHTER

A.

,B.

C.

D.

E.

Girls are
for-boys.
Girls are
for boys.
Girls are
for boys.
Girls are
cited_ for

Girls are-
cited for

FOR Al SON

A., Boys are
. for girls.

B. Boys are
for girls.

C. Boys are
for girls.

D. BoyS ire
for. girls.

s,

Boys are
cited for

,E.

.0

allowed to do any of the activities cited

allowed- to do most of the activities cited

allowed to do some of the activities cited

discouraged from doing the activities
boys.
not allowed to do any of the activities
boys.

allowed to do any of the activities cited

allOwed to do most of the activities cited

allowed to do some of the activities cited
4

discouraged from dding the activities cited
v

not allowed to doatiy of the activities
girls... )

Prepare to share your answers with the group.
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i STRUCTURED EXERCISE 15

AGGRESSIVE, ASSERTIVE, AND PASSIVE MILLING

INTROCTION

In human interaction individuals generally act in one of three
ways: aggressively, passively, or assertively. Aggressive
persons need-to win; they lack concern for the rights and
feelings of others. Passive individuals defer to others by
placing the rights and feelings of others above their own
needs. Assertive individuals strike a balance; they. weigh
their own needs against the rights and feelings of others.

.
A useftg way to understand the differences between these
modes of behavior is to act them out. The following exercise
helps participants clarify their feelings regarding aggressive,
passive, and assertive behavior.

OBJECTIVES
,s,

To help pakicipants recognize aggressive, passive, and
assertive behavior

To have participants identify feelings associated with
aggressive, passive, and assertive behavior

TIME

15 to 20 minutes

0

MATERIALS

Newsprint
Markers

, Open or cleared area of. a room,.
" A

PROCEDURES
..,

1.- Tape three newsprint sheets o he wall. Pass'out markers
and instruct participants to mill (walk_around) in the open
area of the room..

.

1R2 TT---", T
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2. Instruct participants to mingle in a,passive or submissive
manner. While they are doing this, ask participants to

lings.II -

3. After a few minutes of passive mingling tell participants
,to write on one of the newsprint sheets any feelings
evoked by this part, of the exercise.

4. Next, instruct'the group to resume mingling, but this
time in an aggressive manner.

5. After a few minuteA of aggressive mingling, tell the group
to write on the second newsprint sheet feelings experienced
by this part of the exercise.

6. Finally, instruct participants to ming inan assertive
manner, and after a few minutes ask them to write on the
third newsprint sheet feelings experienced in this last
phase.

7. Lead a discussion of the feelings that were identified and the.'
reasons for those feelings. )

VARIATION

Instead of using newsprint to record their feelings, have
participants call out these feelings after eacki milling.
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STRUCTURED EXERCISE 16

ASSERTIVENESS PRACTICE SITUATIONS

e

0

INTRODUCTION

This exercise helps participants apply their knowledge about
assertive behavior to situations involving sex-role stereotyping.
Whether individ als choose to act assertively, passively,*or
aggressively d ends to a g ;eat extent on sex-role conditioning.
Men are custo arily expected to act in an aggressive manner;
women are fr quently expected to assume a passive posture.
This disparity of'expectation is intensified when the. sexes
interact. Even women who are 14uaLly assertive sometimes
revert to stereotypical behavior when confronted with situations
demanding passive responses.

The situations in this exercise provide the opportunity to contrast
aggressive, passive, and assertive behavior by requiring =

participants to respond in all three wars. They also aid parti-
cipants in developing their abilityler,ct in an assertive, manner.

OBIECTIVES t-

To have.participants practiCe assertive behavior

To help participants understand the difference between aggressive,
passive, and-assertive responses to situations involving sex-role
stereotyping %

TIME

10 to 20 minutes

.MATERIALS

"Assertiveness Practice Worksheet" for each participant
Pencils ,
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PROCEDURES

Pass out the "Assertiveness Practice Workshge,Lansj_
instruct participants to follow the directions.

AF,

2. Once the sheet is filled out, assemble the group and
review the responses for each item.

3. Lead a discussion about the differences between passive,
aggressive, and assertive responses. The following
questions will facilitate the discussion:

Which type of response was the most difficult
to formulate? Which type of response was the
easiest to formulate? .Why?
Were the responses of the women different from
those of the men? _How? Why?
What generalizations can be rriade about the
characteristics of the passive response? What
generalizations can be made..about the aggressive
response? What generalizations can be made about,
the assertive resPone?

VARIATIONS_

1. Rather than have partidipants fill out the "Assertiveness
Practice Sheet," simply pasis out and solicit oral re-
sponses.

2. Have the men formulate passive responses and the women
assertive ones. Discuss whether it was difficult for, them
to do. thiS

.;
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ASSERTIVENESS PRACTICE WORKSHEET

Directions: Below are four situations involving sex role issues.
Assumed the role of the person responding in each 'situation.
Write a passive, aggressive, and assertive response in the
spaces provided.

1. You. are a.childbirth educator. you have just received a
phdne call from the receptionist Dr. Green, a .ilocal
obstetrician. You wait about five minutes beforeLDr. Green
picks' up the phone and says, "We have a little problem
here. One of the girls who attend your childbirth class
is a patient of mihe. She is questioning the need for an
episiotomy. This is creating a problem in our doctor-

/ patient relationship. Although I do not do episiotomies
routinely, I would appreciate it if you would eliminate this
topic from your class." Your reply:

I
PassWe

'Aggressive

Assertive

2. You have been doing very rewarding volunteer work for
your childbirth organization. This activity has required
you to make signifidant adjustments in your housework and
child-care schedules. One evening you are confronted by
your spouse\ who says, "Honey, you've got to stop your ,

outside activities- It's a -hardship on-m@ and the kids, and
after all, it doesn't bring in any money. Your only re-
'sponsibility is to take care of us.,!' Your reply:

v.Passive,
-

t-;

V'
.,

Aggressive - -

Assertive;'
1'

O

±.



tre-basetair- ough
she is one of the team's best players, the coach has played
her as little as possible. Because your daughter is very
discouraged, you question.the coach about the situation.
The coach replies, "I'm trying to be as fair as possible,
but you have to realize that niost of the boys will go on to
play Pony League and high 'school ball. They need all the
experience they can get." Your reply:

Passive

Aggressive

-

(

4. Your wife has just had a baby girl: After talking it over,
you both decide that it would be best if you took a one-year
paternity' leave and your wife went back to work. When you

°bring up the matter, with your employer, his response is:
"That's crazy, Tom!. I. can't believe you would want to hurt
your career just because of some passing fad. It. certainly
would jeopardize your standing here at 'Allied Industries."
Your reply:

passive

Aggressive

Assertive

F

. .

I

I
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ASSERTIVENESS ROLE PLAY

INTRODUCTION

A useful way to develop assertiveness is through role playing.
It enables an individual to practice behaviors in a situation
similar to reality. During the role play a participant can
experiment With assertive behavior without convrn for the .
consequences of those actions. This gives an individual
insight into which behavior is most suitable forher/his
particular situation:

After role playing a particular situation and discussing it with
group members, an individual jan more readily develop
strategies for improving her/his assertiveness.

OBJECTIVES
,0

To have participants practice assertive behavior in a situation
resembling reality ,

0

To encourage participants to share feelings associated with
attempts to act assertively

To have participants observe and evaluate assertive behavior

.- TIME

e
1

r , .
45 to 60 minutes

. 4, I

I

MATERIALS

Newsprint
'Markers

.........

b

4

.ii
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PROCEDURES

Selecting the Problem
47 OF.

1. Explain that this exercise .require a participtnt to
role play a personal situation invo ving assertiveness,

a.

2. Ask if any participants are willing to present a situation
in which they are having difficulty being assertive. .LIst
three or four of these on newsprint.

q. 3:, Help the group decide which situation is most relevant to
them. Determine if the individual who volunteered- the
situation is willing to dial publicly %kith the probleni.

.1

7:,,L3Directing the Role Play P

4. Walk around the room with the volunteer. While walking,
question the person about the specifics of the problem. As
the conversation develops, help the individual relax as much
as possible; initiate and maintain physical contact when it
is appropriate to do so.

S. Tell the volunteer to describe in deEail the actual place,
where the problem uNtally occurs. While she/he is describing
the scene, help her/him arrange the room/to resemble the
physical setting, repeat the description, and imagine the
scene as it actually occurred.

6. Have the volunteer reenact the verbal exchange which took
place in the setting. In this part of the exercise the'
volunteer plays the roles of all the individuals involved.
While doing this,, she/he'should assume the physical position
of the person who originally made each statement. In order
to uncovermbire of the feelings connected with the situation,
direct the volunteer torepeat the verbal exchange several

7. Ask the volunteer to choose another participant(s) to take
part in the exchange. participant(s) repeat the dialogue
verbatim with the volunteer playing her /himself and the par-
ticipant(s) playing the other .role(s) . Help the participant(s)
to assume the characteristics associated with the other role(s).

. .

1,89
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4 * )...z.

. 8. After /he exchange, pose these questiolisAihtte volunteer: st.
. . ..

.
How did the,exc,fiQ. ge CompaKe tl:the real situation? , .i..T.. / ,-
What feelings are you exnertenc4ug now? ' I' ..-1

What do you want to"cro as a resultkcif these
-.

. feelings? . ..- t Y
/ , .... ... -- k,. .- ya.

' ... 4 I.. ' d
. Form a CloSe circle with all the participants. Ask them td,. .,.

'share.' with the volunteer an expederice which aroused
similar feeling's. Dq not allow edifice .gitdrig,. problem solaivig,
or' analyzing at thig piing. ..1 -' . - 4- .. ,9 ' ... . ." . V.

,(.._ ___.:. ,.. -.
4,

...,...E .0 . ,. ,
. .. ....''!".,Developing Strategies 4t, ,,,, .

... - . .

10. Ask. the volunteer to repeat the VerbaIexchanx, bit. a, 4

this time as she/he would like it to occur. 1pthe volunteer ;.i..
. ....formulate assertive. responses new situation. ..

.
t -' . . ,.... ..,

.& -

11. Have thek volunteer and the partimpant(s) who played .the
other roil (s) enact the new 'situation to give the volunteer
a chance to respond assertively.

. 0
si ,

12, Have the entire group evaluate the volunteer's responses
.,

in the new situation. Tell them to consider `he' following
4.

questions:

Did the volunteer act assertively? If so, hoW?
Are there2ther assertive responses which could have
been made*.?

Are there ways in which the volunteer could improve
her/his assertiveness?

13. Solicit any final comments from the volunteer.

4*
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INTRODUCTIO

ASSERTIVENESS QUOTIENT TEST

Both nd men can benefit from an assessment of their=.

assertiveness. Cornpaing the responses of women and men on
ai assettivenessQestwyvides insights about the effects of
sex-role stereotypinl,on behavior. As a result df conditioning,
women tend to have more difficulty than men asserting themselves.
Howeer, assertiveness is a characteristic for which both women
and men should 'strive. The "AssertiveriksQuOtient Test" and
the accompanying- exercise will help members of the grtup foeus

.orP'what asse
_)

eness'is and hoii it can bviOgiaoped.

'OBJECTIVES

To help participants rate their ability to act assertively in a
variety of situations

To
.

compale the assertiveness ratings of, women and men in
the group'

To show the connection between se/Prole stereotyping and
assertiveness

TIME

15 -to 20 minutes

MATERIALS

"Assertiveness Quotient Test" for each participant
A scale, from 35 to 105; drawn on newsprint
Pencils .
A red marker and a green marker

/

1-9-1
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7 . PROCEDURES a

1. Pass out the "Assertiveness Quotient Test" and instruct
participants to-take the test individually.

2. Tell participants to record t eir scores on the scale. Women
should use the red marker dmen the green marker.

3. Post the scale for all to see after,everY
the above steps.

*6'

4. Discuss the following questions:

0

^ _

s completed

Can we draw any conclusionsfrom the class scale
regarding assertiveness in general? 4

Can we draw any conclusions from the class scale
regarding assertiveness in females?
Can we draw any conclusions from the class scale
regarding 'asseftiveness in males?
Why do women and men differ in assertiveness?
What areas of your"Assertiveness Quotient Test"
were low? Why? How can they ,be improved?.

VARIATION

When participants know one another well (spouses, co-workers),
have each complete two "Assertiveness Quotient Tests," one
for her- /himself and one for the perSon s4e/he knows well.

192 V) 0



ASSERTIVENESS QUOTIENT.TEST*

Use the scale below to indicate how comfortable you are with
each item:

1,- I am very uncomfortable with.this
2 I feel modeiately.comfortable with this
3 I amvery comfortable with this

There may be some situations which are not relevant to you nor'
to- your particulr life-Ityle; in such cases, try to imagine how
comfortable you might feel if you-were involved in the situation..
Thdugh the "Assertiveness Quotient Test" is not a validated
psychological scale or test, you can use it help, you discover
in what areas you are not assertive.

ASSERTIVE BEHAVIORS

Speaking up and asking questions at a meeting
Commenting about being interrupted by a person

directly to the person at the moment of interruption
Stating your views to an authority figure, (e.g.,

minister, boss, therapist, father, mother).
-,,

Attempting to offer solutions and elaborating on them
when there are members, of the opposit6 sex present,

40'

YOUR BODY .

Entering and exiting a room where the opposite sex
. are present
Speaking in front of a group
Maintaining' eye contact, keeping your head upright;

and leaning forward when in a, personal conversation

*From Stanlee Phelps and Nancy Austin, The Assertive Womthl.
Copyright ® 1975. San Luis Obispo, Calif.: ,Impact' Pub-
lishers. Reprinted by permission Of the publisher.

O a,

t
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YO.UR MIND ,

Going out with ai,g.roup_of friends wirer you are the
only one without a date.

Being especially competent, using your uthority and /or
power 'without labeling yourself as "bitchy,,!'i
bossy, aggressive, castrating, or parental

Requesting expected service when, you haven't received
it (e.g., 7-in a restaurant, a store1 or a doctor'S office)

\N

APOLOGY'

Being expected to apologize for, something and not
apologizing since 'ou feel you are right

Requesting th4 Jetui-n,ef borrowed items without
apologetic

COMPLITNTS, CRITICISM, AND REJECTION
6

Receivinga compliment by-saying sorttething asseftive,
to acknowledge that. you agree with the person
complimenting. you

°

ti

Accepting. a rejection
Not gating -kheapproval of the most significant member

of the opposite sex in ,your life and /or any other
member of the' opposite se*

r

,Dis6ussirig another person's criticism of you openly
with that person

Telling' someone that she/he is doing something that
bothering you

SAYING NO'

Refusing*ts) get coffee or to. take notes a'a meeting
where-yoU are chos6 to do so because "of your sex

Saying "no"--refusing to do a favot when you really
don't >feel it .

Turning down a request for a meeting or date

!? A

1

,

'
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1 ,
MANIPULATION AND COUNTER MANIPULATION

Telling a person when you thirds she /he is manipulating
). you

Commenting to a person Who has made A. patronizing .
remark to you (e. g. , ".You have a good job .for a
woman," "You're not flighty, emotional, stupid,' or -

hysterical like most women")
1

..

SENSALIT,Y
i

Telling ,a prospective lover about your' physical
attraction to her/him before any such statements-
ar..e made to you

.

Initiating sex with your partner .

Showing physical enjoyment of.an art show or.concert
. in spite of others' reactions .

,
Asking to be caressed and/or'telling your lover what

feels good to you

' ANGER '

/124Zpressing anger directly and honestly when 'you feel.
,

I .k, angry - .
, J

. Arguing with another ,person .

. .
HUMOR . g

.

Telling a jcike .
Listening to a friend tell a story about something

embari=assing., .but funny,, that you have done

Responaing;with humbr to' someone's put-d4n of you
1

) . e : 0
'CHILDREN ,

Disciplining your own children . .

Disciplining others' children .-

Explaining the factsof life or your divorce to- your
chifd' , .

$

0

1

.
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STRUCTURED EXERQISE 19

FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS: SOLVING PROB 'EMS

OF STEREOTYPING

INTRODUCTION

*Force field analysis is a method designed to solvc p blems
systenytically. It involves identifying a particular roblem,
detailing those forces which affect the problem, and creating
strategies which help alleviate it. In the following = ercise,
this method has been adapted to help participants s ve -
difficulties which their organizations have regarding sex-role
stereotyping.

OBJECTIVES

(

. To help participants solve problems related to sex-rol
stereotyping'

To provide the means by which particip'ants,cap learn
systematic approach to problem solving

TIME

1 t9 11 hours

XN

MATERIALS

"Force Field AnalysiS Worksheet" for each participant
Pencils
Tape
Newsprint

PROCEDURES

1. PAs out the worksheets to each participant. If the- gr
.is not experienced in the process of brainstorming, do
Structured Exercise 1.

196-
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2. Explain briefly the process of force field analysis.

.

3. Lead the participants through the steps on their worksheet.
Write their responses on newsprint sheets displayed for the
entire group. Throughout the exercise encourage full
participation in all decisions.

6

4. In step 6 on the worksheet, make it clear that 'assigning
numerical values does not mean ranking. It is possible
for items to receive the same value.

.

VARIATION,

For larger groups, or groups with diverse interests, divide
. participants into smaller sections. Each section may work

on a different problem.

.,

0

4

.

,

1

.
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FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS WORKSHEET

WHAT IS,,THE PROBLEM?

STEP Brainstorm problems which your
1 organization has regarding sex-role

. stereotyping. List ebe problems at-
the right.

STEP Choose one problem you ,want to solye.
2 Circlejt.

STEP Formulate an exact statement of the THEPROBUM4IS
3 problem. Complete the seritence.at"

the right.

STEP State what theituation would be if
4 the problem were satisfactorily

resolved. Do thisin.the space
atthe right.

41.
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WHAT MACES AFFECT THE PROBLEM?
. NUMERICAL

POSITIVE FORCES VALUE NEGAVE FORCE1%

r-

STEP
Brainstore4

the forces which affect ,

'.5 the problem. In the positive,column,
'

.

list those forces which alleviate .
. .

-
.the.problem. In thb nekative column,
list those forces which contribute to , ..

the problem.
,

STEP In the space provided, assign each
6 force a numerical vlue froi 1 to 10.

A "1" indicates thit the particular
force is, weak; a "10" that it is
very strong. Do not rank'the items;
several can have the same value.

SAP Add each column and compare the
totals'.. A higher negative score

--indicates a deteriorating situation,
yhild-a higher positive score shows
Ian improving situation. If the
scores are equal,ithe situation is
in a state of equilibrium.'

197,
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WHAT CAN BE DONE TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM?

STEP Determine which of-the negative forces
8 can reallatically be altered: Circle them.

STEP "Relect one of the circled forceS to work
9 on. Listit at the right.

STEP . Brainstorm specific strategies by which
10 thig force can be reduced or eliminated, fs

Writs.them at the right.

2

STEP -Circle the strategy which would effect
11 the Most change.,

STEP Decide' hoc.; to implement the strategy by

J2, answering these cinistions!

What needs to be done?

How wil3it be done?

r

Who w411 6 it?

When-Will it be started and Unished?

'

IMPLEMENT AND EVALUATE THE STRATEGY!

16J
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STRUCTURED, EXERCISE 20

GIVING-A GIFT

INTRODUCTION ,

Celebration is a significafit and necessary. part of any workshop."
An appropriate way to celebrate within the contextof a

_workshop is by giving something of oneself to another. -This
exercise usually takes place at the'end of a day.or at the eqd
of the entie workshop, when participants are experiencing an
intense level- of intimacy, a, desire to share/that intimacy, and
a need for a culminating activity.. The exercise cats for each
participant to give an intangible gift to someone else. .

OBJECTIVES

To conclude an entire session or 'highly charged interaction

To give participants the opportunity to shareWith'someone
else a quality or characteristic which they possess

TIME

20 to 30 minutes

MATERIALS

Newsprint
'Marker

PROCEDURES /*

1. Explain to'partiGtpants the purpose of the sharing. Tell
them to think of an intangible gift which they would like'
to give to someone inthe group. AlloW them a few minutes
to consider this.
a

.

201
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, 2. Prepare a three-columned chart as follows:

Nairfe of Gfver Receiver Gift.

3. Record- on 4he chart the names of the giver; receiver,
and the gift as each exchange takes place.

'41

Remind participants' that everyone must be included, both
in the receiving and giving of a gift. .

5. Approach' a participant, and while making some physical
contact, bestow some characteristid or quality on that
person, e.g., "Pat, I.havea great deal of enthusiasm
which I want to share with you. Take some of my
enthusiasm. '

6., The participant who has just receive& a gift then approaches
someone else and shares. with that person some quality or
characteristic which she/he, possesses.

7. Continue until'eyeryone including the facilitator has
r bdth given and received a gift.

VARIATION
I

Permit participants to give gtdnonverbally.

ti

201
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American Society for

111$1k
Psychoprophylaxls4in obstetrics

Chicago

/RESOURCES

This section of ,the manual contains the "Annothted Participants'
'Bibliography" and the "Helping NetworW:" The bibliography
lisks books covering a wide range of topics and provides
annotations which telate the material to the workshop. The
network contains sources where participants 'can find useful
information.

203
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AVOTATED PARTICIPANTS' ,BIBLIOGRAPHY

9

it

'Arms, Suzanne. hq Immaculate Deception. Boston: Hough-ton Mifflin,
.- 1975.

A reevaluation, of the birthing process the united States. De-
-galls how the male-dominated medical profession has negated the
family atmosphere surrounding birth and dehumanized women
in the birthing' process. Pleads for rehumanizing of birth pro-

Altedures A useful case study_ for workshop Module 2, and a must
for childVorth educators.

.

-Borun, Linda; 'McLaughlin, Mblly; 6boler, 'Gina; Perchonock, Norma;
and Sexton. LOrraine. Women's Liberation; An Anthropological
View.. Pittsburgh: Know., Mc., 1971. 11

Explains in careful detail many of the cultural- origins for con-
temporary attitudes. on female/male roles. Provide,s an excellent
background to the question of the social consequences of the
biological differences between women and men. Relevant to
Module 2.

Boston Women's Health Book Collective. Our Bodies,' Ourselves.
New Yorkc: Simon and Sch-uster, 1976.

A comprehensive treatment of the physiological, soc4al, and psychological
implicatiOns of the female anatomy." Objectively exam'ine's childbearing, .

child rearing, .menopause, gynecology, and other female-related issues.
Useful to men who want to, understand ,women better. Has particular
application to Lectdrette 2, "Physiological and Psychological Dif-
ferences between Women andMen."

Boston Women's Health -Book Collective. Ourselves and Our Children.
New York: Random House, 1978

A broad look at all aspects of parenting. Raises c1-ucial questions
about the obligations and responsibilities, of parenthood. Deals
with all stages of child develqpment and contains ,a discussion of
the social influences on parenRlood. ,The last -section provides in-
formation aboUt useful resources for parents.- The book is applicable
to many modules in the workshop.,

r.
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Burt 6n, Gabrielle. I'm Ruhning Away from Home,. but 'I'm Not
Allowed to' Cross the Street. pittsburgh,X Know; Ind. 1972.

-7

Poignant account of one womaiq's/growth in the liberation .. .-

ovement and how it affects, her husband and her children.
gcus,,ses her attempt, to effect- change in her community,

Deaf with the iisueof sexism'in school textbooks and
elaborates on her growth as a Relates well to work-

: shop, topicson the status of women an men in contemporary
society, marriage, and child rearing. A very supigitortiv.e book .,

far those trying new alternatives. / .

er .P

Carmichael, Carrie. Non-Sexist Childraising, BOston: Beacon
Press, 1977.

-A down-to-earth, humorous digcussion <4 nonsexist' child rearing.
The descriptions of hyothetical, traditional, and nibritaditional
families are thought-provoking. Contains many suggestions of
the nonsexist approach to language, books, toys, and other

.Emphasizeg the need. for shared nurturing. ARplicable
't.joecturette 9, "Causes of 'sex -Role Stereotyping in Children,"
and Lecturette 11, "The Impact of ValuRs on Stereotyping."

Carney; Clarke G., and MdMahon, Sarah Lynne, eds. Exploring
Contemporary Male/Female Roles: A Facilitator's GUtde.. La Jolla,
Calif.: UniIersity Associates, 1977.

*
A compilation of structured experiences, instruments, and
readings which can be used by those conducting workshops on
sex roles. Details the goals- and strategies for each of the
exercises.. Material applies to all sections of the workspop
model. E`xtretpely helpful t6 those involved in training.

Chess, Stella, and Whitbread, Jane.' Daughters.. New York:, Double-.
day,-'1978. ' i

.

cA developmental approach-to raisirig a female child from birth
to puberty in a manner which prombtes optimal human growth.
Contains, many useful suggestions that apply to raising ,b9th
female and male children. Has an excellent section on ddaling

.with the prepubescent period. The chapter on the' father
daughter- relationship is enlightening. Compatible with workshOp
session on child rearing and equity. 0 --

206 ,
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Corea, Gena. The Hidden Malpradtice. New York: Jove Publications,
1977. 4

A systematic account of the mistreatment and mishandling of women
the predominantly maie,medidal community. Explores the

historical development pf'-women's exclusion frpm the medical
profession and its effeCts on health care today. A useful case
study for 'the module which explores 'the consequencel of inequity
today.

Dobson, Jame. -What Wives Wish Their Hilsbands Knew about'Women.
Wheaton, Tyndale House Publishers, 1978.

O

Takes a list of ten major problems or difficulties women expressed
in an informal poll and discusses their origins and implications.
Provides an excellent insight into the problems of the housewife
raising children. Promotes a greater sensitivity on the part of
husbands. Useful as a stimulator forLecturette 4, "Status of
Women and Men in Contemporary Society."

Greenberg, Selma. Right fivni the Start: A Guide to NonseXist
Childrearing. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1978. ' ,

A comprehensive treatment of nonsexist child-rearing techniques}
Emphasizes the need for share'd nurturing. Covers such aspects'
as language, dress, and literature. Relates to work.shop Module 4.

Jenkins, Jeanne Kohl, and MacDonald, Parn.*Growing Up Equal.
Englewood Cliffs, N.-J.: Prerice -Hall, 1979. .

The purpose of this book is to provide a handbook for parents;
relatives, and.preschool and primary teachers which. presents
practical ideas for expdsing young childreh.to a wide range of
activities and helping to keep them from being locked into stereo-
typical feminine roles and masculine roles. A must for parents
interested in nonsexist child rearing.

r.

Key, Wilsoi.Bryan. Subliminal Seduction.sot New York: Signet. Classics,
The New 'American Library, 1972.

(A study of fotivations, strategies, and methods used by advertisers
to promote products. Shows show ads play upon and reinforce sex-
role stereotypes. Demonstrates points with representative ads.
Alerts parents to the power of advertising in presenting stereotypes.
Stimulates an examination of how to counter such persuasion. Useful
as a guide to decoding the messages received from media. Applicable
to Lecturette 9, "Causft of Sex-Role Stereotyping in Children," and
Lecturette 11, "The Impact of Values on Stereotyping:"

207., 205
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Levine, James A.' Who Will Raise the Children? New Options for ,

Fathers (and Mothers). New York:- Bantam Books, 1977.

A case -study apProach to the question of whether men can
.ad,equateIy perform the primarY parenting role. Studies.ex-
amples of single fathers raising children and of couples who
have opted to reverse traditional parenting roles. Distusses
how laws in Am rica restrict or deny fathers' assuming primary
parentirfg role. Useful as stimulator for workshop' Module 4
on marriage and hild rearing.'

Montage; Ashley.. The Natural Superiority of -Women, New York:
..COlier Books, 1952.

A olassic Ireatment of the role of women. Poses the hypothesis
that womei arb superior to men in relation to their contribution
to the survival of the species. Discusses at length the evidence
to support the hypothesis; Debunks many of the myths 'sup-.
portie of the male superiority theory. Provocative and speculative.
Contains an excellent resentation on the social consequences of
the biological differences between women and men. Used as back-
ground for Lecturette 2, "Physiological and, Psychological .Differencei
between Womenand4Men."

Phelps
San

1tanlee, and Austin, Nancy. The Assertive Woman.
Luis Obispo, Calif.: Impact 'Publishers, 1975.

A thorough treatment of the Lncept of assertiveness, particularly
as it relates to women. Emphasizes praccal situations involving
assertiveness and explains actions an individual can take .to be
more assertive. Contains a very useful section on being assertive
with your children while helping them to'become assertive individuals.
Useful in conjunction with workshop modules dealing with assertive-
ness and nonsexist child rearing.

Sargent, Alice, Beyond Sex Roles. New York: West Publishing . .,G

1977.

A compilation of readings, tasks, exercises, anal source jnaterial
.related to examining sex roles. Useful as background for all
workshop, topics- and exercises. This book is a must for those
who will apply its concepts to their own training situations Or
those who wish to use the training model.

208
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Sheehy, Gail. Passages: Predictable Crises of A_ dult Life. New York:
-Bantam';' Books, 1976.

Through a case study approach,' the author explores the de-
velopmental stages of ,adult life and the crises that trigger these

' stages. Examines in detail, the social and psychological changes
that occur from early adulthood on.

Stapleton, Jean, and Bright, Richard. Equal Marriage. New York:
Harper and Row,' 1976.

Excellent guide *to creating the type of marriage that will lead
to the development of the partners in the fullest manner. Indicates
slow to raise children in a nonstereotyped manner. Calls for a
humane treatment of both partners in the marriage to allow for free-
dom to grow. A beautifully written, commonsense approach to
structuring an equitable marriage.- Contains numerous lists that
can be used as guides for achieving equity in marriage. Contains

.material applicable to Lecturette 8,' "Equal Marriage."

o

A
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HELPING NETWORK

.--:-Theifollowing organizations offer a wide variety of resources and
materials regarding the problem of sex-role stereotyping in
childbirth and parenting education.

ACTION FOR CHILDREN'S TELEVISION (ACT), 46 Austin
-Street, Newtonville, -MA 02160. Resource mAterial.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOPROPHYLAXIS -IN OBSTETRICS
(ASPO) , 1523-L Street, N .W. , Washington, DC 20005: Books.

CHANGE FOR CHILDREN. 532 Valencia Street, Francisco,
CA 94110r Action project and resource materi 1.

!COUNCIL ON ,INTERRACIAL BOOKS FOR CHILDREN, 1841
Broadway, Ilew*Lork, NY 10023. Action groUp and
resource material for children and adults. Books.

DISSEMINATION CENTER idOr the prgiducts of the Women's

tgducational
Equity Act Prograrh, ic/o Education D,evelopment

enter, 55 Chapel Street,- Newton, 'MA 02160. Resource
materials, audioVisuals, and books.

o

FEMINIST PRESS, P.O. Box 224, Old Westbury,
Books for children, adults, and schools.

11560.

. -

INTERNATIONAL CHILDBIRTH EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
(ICEA), .P.O. Box 20852, Milwaukee, WI 59120.. BookS..

KNOW, INC., Box 86031, Pittsburgh, PA 15221. Books and
resource..materials.

LOLLIPOP POWER, P.O. Box 1171, Chapel Hill, NC 27514.
Books for children.

MATERNAL_AND CHILD HEALTH LEGISLATIVE ALERT, INC.
(MCHLA), Drawer Q, McLean, VA 22101: 'Action group and
resource material.
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, MID-ATLANTIC CENTER FOR SEX EQUITY,_The America;
University,. 301 New Mexico Avenue, N.W., Suite 224,

'Washington, DC 20016. Training and technical assistance.
e

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN (NOW), Public Information
Office,' 527 Madison Avenue, Suite 1001, New York, NY 10002.
Action group and resource material...-

i

NATIONAL TRAINING LABS,,P.O. Box 9155, Rosslyn Station,
Arlington, V-A 22209. Training. -. ,,

PENNSYLVANIA ASSOCIATION FOR CONSULTATION AND
EVALUATION, INC. (PACE), 173 Victoria Drive, Monongahela.,
PA 15063. Training and technical assistance.

'1

-PROJECT ON EQUAL EDUCATION RIGHTS (PEER), 1029 Vermont
Avenue, N.W., Suite 800, Washington, DC 20005. Action
group and resource materials.

' PUBLIC ACTION COALITION ON TOYS (PACT), 38 W. 9th Street,
New York, NY 10011. Action group and resource materials,.

..,=.

RACISM/SEXISM RESOURCE CENTER, Room 300, 1941 Broadway,
New York, NY 10023. Resource materials and botoks for
students, adults, and schools.

WOMEN'S ACTION ALLIANCE, 370 Lexington Avenue, New York,
NY 10017. Resource materials for schools.

,r

1

WOMEN'S EDUCATIONAL EQUITY ACT PROGRAM (WEEAP),
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W., Washington, DC 20202. b
Action group for providing educational equity for women.

.

WOMEN'S EQUITY ACTION LEAGUE (WEAL), 805 15th St., N.W.,
Suite 822, Washington, DC 20005. -Action group and resource material. ,

WOMEN ON WORDS- ANp IMAGES, P4,0. Box 2163, Princeton, NJ,
08540. ResourCe materials, audiovisuals, and books.

i
-

, /
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PARENTS' LOOKOUT SHEET

The purpose of the following list is to provide you with
some possible strategies for redUcing the effects of sex-
role stereotyping on your children. In deciding whether
to utilize. any of the suggestions, consider your own value
system and .any limitations of time and situation.I

1. Go through your child's toys. Classify them as either
(a) definitely female, (b) definitely male, '(c) can't tell.
Base your classifications on the normal societal
perceptions of the toys. If a particular' sex /predominates,
try to balance it with toys associated with the other sex.

2. If your child shows an interest in'an activity normally
attributed to the opposite sex, try not to react in an
overly negative manner. -

3. If you have a conventional family arrangement Where the
male works outside the home and th'e female is the primary
nurturer, switch roles wherever possible. Working s usp
can stay home and care for the children while.nurturing
spouse does part-time,_,volunteer, or club work.

4. Reconsider your own roles. Do they model nonstereotypical
patterns of behavior?

5. "Mommy" should do "daddy" things occasionally and
"daddy" do "mommy" things around the house.

6. Monitor the television programs your children watch. Do
they present a stereotypical view of sex roles? Try to
limit viewing of such material. Pick shows that present
a balanced view. The shows on educational television
are generally committed to doing this.

7. Choose your children's books carefully. Watch for
excessive stereotyping.In considering traditiinal
stories, weigh the value of the story with the possible
harm. If you choosea traditional story,, try to balance
it with a nonstereotypical story.
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8. Revise a favorite story to present a more balanced view
of sex roles. Little Red Riding Hood could be rescued
by a woodswomap.

9. Make up nonsexist bedtime stories to balance children's
exposure to stereotyped stories.

10. Express your emotions to your children. Hug your son,
roughhouse with your daughter. Encourage assertiveness,
discourage ag'gressiveness.

11. Discipline daughters and sons equally.

12. Expose your children to a wide range of activities. Don't
limit them to one aresuch as sports.

13. Point out to your childreri women and men who are in
careers normally identified with the opposite sex. Do this

/ in a way which demonstrates your ap'proval.

'14. Watch your children at play. Are'stereotypes present.,
in the fantasies and situations they act out? Intervene,
to set the record straight : "Ighy don't you be the doctor,
Amy, and you the nurse, Billy?" ,

,

15. Encourages your children to have role models of the
opposite sex. Arrange for your daughter to spend extra
time with her grandfather or your son with his favorite
aunt.

4
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'FCgt. MATTHEW

Womb life ...
to World light ...

It comes and we, the creators
feed to the soul
all that we are and have become

The nurturing begins in silent midnights of waiting.
We are the 'hopers, dreamers, planners
for each seed of us.

We, the lite:makers rejoicing
In our images, kindling replicas
of unkkown ancestors.

o

Birth thrusts each sm one of us
Into a blare of free m and beauty
For only a fragmented moment of -precious time.
Exposed

Naked beforelall others
We are typed: !titled; categorized ......#

,
Woman

Man

9

child.

child. )

4

4..

Mary Ann Pantoni.Lloyd
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